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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, various kinds of traveling wave solutions have been studied for
the 1-dimensional complex Ginzburg–Landau equation or its generaliza-
tions near the real Ginzburg–Landau equation. The derived dynamical
systems are nearly integrable with a general form
xŒ=y, yŒ=f(x)+Eg1(x, y, z), zŒ=Eg2(x, y, z), x > 0,
where Œ=d/dt and e > 0 is a small parameter. We refer the interested
reader to [5–7, 9, 11] and the references therein for more details on the
physical background and the mathematical theories established for this
problem.
For example, in studying the traveling wave solutions of the form
u(x, t)=r(t) eh(t)+iewt with t=x+emt for the 1-dimensional complex
Ginzburg–Landau equation with a small quintic term
ut=u+(1+iea) uxx−(1+ieb) |u|2 u+e(p+iq) |u|4 u,
Doelman and Eckhaus [12] obtained, after neglecting the e2 and the higher
order terms, the following system,
rŒ=V,
VŒ=−r+r3+W
2
r3
+e[mV−pr5]+e[wV−pr5], r > 0,
WŒ=e[(a+w) r2+(b−a) r4+mW−qr6],
(1.1)
where W=r2hŒ and Œ=d/dt.
System (1.1) has a singularity at r=0, which, with the higher order
nonlinearities, makes the system quite complicated. In order to avoid those
complexities and concentrate on certain key features of (1.1), Doelman and
Hek [10] and Doelman et al. [17] studied the following model system,
xŒ=y,
yŒ=x−x2+ey(z2−1), x > 0,
zŒ=e(1+bx),
(1.2)
where e > 0 is a small parameter and b is a constant. The solutions of
interest for (1.2) are periodic, homoclinic, and heteroclinic solutions.
A similar model system has been studied by Doelman and Holmes [11].
As pointed out in [10, 11], the reason to study those model problems is
that from the physics point of view, both have some phenomena which are
believed to occur in the Ginzburg–Landau equation. From the viewpoint of
the theory of dynamical systems, the simplicity of model systems enables
one to focus on certain essential behavior of the underlying dynamical
systems. The analysis of model problems can be seen as a preliminary step
in understanding more complex systems from the real world.
In this paper, we are interested in the case b \ 0 in (1.2). Under this
restriction, zŒ > 0 and Eq. (1.2) has neither equilibrium points nor periodic
solutions with x > 0. Since the z-axis is invariant for (1.2), one expects the
existence of solutions of (1.2) to be homoclinic to the z-axis, namely, whose
trajectories approach the z-axis as tQ ±.. It turns out that such solutions
do not exist since we show in Theorem 2 that for any nontrivial solution
(x, y, z) of (1.2), x(t) cannot go to zero as tQ.. We note that this fact
was not observed in [10] because of the restriction of the method used
there. When e=0, (1.2) is the simple integrable system
xŒ=y, yŒ=x−x2, zŒ=0. (1.3)
For e > 0 sufficiently small, by using Fenichel’s geometric singular pertur-
bation theory and the Melnikov function, Doelman and Hek [10] obtained
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a result about a solution of (1.2) during a time interval where the solution
lies near the bounded cylinder {x2+y2− 23 x
3=0, −c [ z [ c} for any c > 1.
They showed that for a sufficiently small e > 0, there exists a constant
M> 0 such that for any integer n with 0 [ n [M |ln e|, (1.2) has two orbits
whose projections in the z=0 plane circulate around the point (1, 0)
exactly n times. Since zŒ > e, the component z of the above mentioned
solutions will reach ±c at certain finite time. It is not clear how the
solutions will behave beyond those times, which may blow up or the com-
ponent x may become negative at some finite time. This question could be
difficult to be answered by using Fenichel’s geometric singular perturbation
theory which requires compact sets in the phase space.
In this paper, we solve this problem by topological shooting arguments
as used in [2, 4, 16, 18], which do not require the compactness in the phase
space and have been shown to be effective to study the boundary value
problems in infinite time intervals. We not only show the existence of n-
pulse like solutions defined on (−.,.) for any integer n in the range
mentioned above, but also improve the range of n to 0 [ n [ Me for some
constant M> 0 independent of e, which significantly increases the number
of the solutions of interest. Those solutions satisfy x(t) > 0 in (−.,.),
limtQ−. x(t)=0, and limtQ. x(t) ¥ (0, 1). We will call them the multipulse-
like solutions though they are actually the heteroclinic solutions of (1.2).
When n is of order 1/e, the projections of our n-pulse solutions in z=0
plane are not necessarily close to the homoclinic orbit {x2+y2− 23 x
3=0}
and instead lie in an order 1 neighborhood of this homoclinic orbit. The
main result of the paper is as follows:
Theorem 1. Assume that b \ 0. There is an M> 0 such that if e > 0 is
sufficiently small, then for each integer n with 0 [ n [ Me , the system (1.2) has
at least two solutions (x (i)n , y
(i)
n , z
(i)
n ), i=1, 2, defined on (−.,.) with
z (i)n (0)=−1 and the following properties:
(i) Each x (i)n , i=1, 2, has exactly n local minimum values in (0, 1) and
n+1 local maximum values in (1,.). That is, the projections of
(x (i)n , y
(i)
n , z
(i)
n ) in the z=0 plane lie in the right half of the plane and oscillate
exactly n times around the point (1, 0).
(ii) There are constants c (i)n ¥ (−.,.) and d (i)n ¥ (0, 1) such that
x (i)n (t)=
1
t2
e
e3t3
3 1c (i)n +O 11t 22 as tQ−., (1.4)
y (i)n (t)=e
e3t3
3 1c (i)n +O 11t 22 as tQ−., (1.5)
z (i)n (t)=et 11+O 11t 22 as tQ−., (1.6)
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x (i)n (t)=d
(i)
n +
d (i)n −(d
(i)
n )
2
e3(1+bd(i)n )
2 ·
1
t
11+O 11
t
22 as tQ., (1.7)
y (i)n (t)=−
d (i)n −(d
(i)
n )
2
e3(1+bd(i)n )
2 ·
1
t2
11+O 11
t
22 as tQ., (1.8)
z (i)n (t)=e(1+bd
(i)
n ) t+5b(d(i)n −(d (i)n )2)
e2(1+bd(i)n )
2 +o(1)6 ln t as tQ.. (1.9)
Solutions of (1.2) such as (x (i)n , y
(i)
n , z
(i)
n ), i=1, 2, are called n-pulse-like
solutions.
The results in (ii) of Theorem 1 follow from the following theorems:
Theorem 2. Let b \ 0, e > 0 and (x, y, z) be a solution of (1.2) defined
on (−.,.) such that limtQ. x(t)=d ¥ [0,.). Then
(i) As tQ., x, y and z have the asymptotic formulas (1.7), (1.8),
and (1.9), respectively, with d (i)n replaced by d.
(ii) If d=0 or 1, then x — d, y — 0, and z(t)=z(0)+e(1+bd) t for all
t ¥ (−.,.).
(iii) If d > 1, then x eventually increases to d as tQ., and if
d ¥ (0, 1), then x eventually decreases to d as tQ..
On the other hand, for each d ¥ (0,.)0{1} and sufficiently large
z0 ¥ (0,.), there exists an unique solution (x, y, z) of (1.2) on [0,.) with
z(0)=z0 such that limtQ. (x(t), y(t), z(t))=(d, 0,.).
Theorem 3. Let b \ 0, e > 0, and (x, y, z) be a solution of (1.2) defined
on (−.,.) such that limtQ−. x(t)=0. Then the asymptotic formulas (1.4),
(1.5), and (1.6) hold with c (i)n replaced by c=y(0)− >0−. (x−x2) e−g(t) dt,
where
g(t) :=e F t
0
(z2(s)−1) ds ’ 13 e
3t3 as tQ−.. (1.10)
Remark 1. Theorem 2 can be viewed in the following way. We make a
change of variables: w=1z and y=> t0 z2(s) ds in (1.2) to lead to an equivalent
system:
xŒ=w2y, yŒ=ey+w2(x−x2− ey), zŒ=ew4(1+bx). (1.11)
One can check that every point (x¯, 0, 0) in the x-axis is an equilibrium of
(1.11) and the linearized system of (1.11) at each of those points has double
eigenvalues 0 and a single eigenvalue e. The conclusion (iii) of Theorem 2
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yields that the stable manifold of (1.2) at the point (x¯, 0, 0), x¯ ] 0, 1,
is at least one dimensional. This assertion can also be proved directly from
(1.11).
We first prove Theorems 2 and 3 in Section 2 by using the equivalent
integral equations of (1.2) and the contraction mapping theorem. We use
topological shooting arguments to prove the existence of (x (i)n , y
(i)
n , z
(i)
n ),
i=1, 2, in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Our shooting arguments are based
on the following facts:
(a) for any solution (x, y, z) of (1.2), if x – 0 or 1, then xœ ] 0
whenever xŒ=0.
(b) there exist two particular solutions of (1.2) which satisfy
limtQ−. (x, y, z)(t)=(0, 0, −.). For the first solution, x oscillates at least
of order 1e many times as long as it is positive, while for the second solution,
x oscillates at most once as long as it is positive.
The proofs of the existence of those two solutions in (b) are carried out
through a set of lemmas and careful analytical analysis for the solutions of
(1.2). Though our proofs lose some geometrical intuition compared to
those used in [10], we obtain stronger results.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that b \ 0 is fixed. We also
suppress the dependence of (x, y, z) on e and b.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that (x, y, z) is a solution of (1.2) defined
on (−.,.). We rewrite the first two equations of (1.2) as
xœ=x−x2+e(z2−1) xŒ. (2.1)
Then we have on (−.,.)
xŒ(t)=eg(t) 1xŒ(0)+F t
0
(x−x2) e−g(s) ds2 , (2.2)
where g(t) is defined in (1.10).
(i) Since limtQ. x(t)=d ¥ [0,.), it follows from the third equation
of (1.2) and L’Hopital’s rule that z(t) ’ e(1+bd) t as tQ. and so g(t) ’
1
3 e
3(1+bd)2 t3 as tQ.. Therefore, >.0 (x−x2) e−g(t) dt converges, and then
from (1.2) we obtain
xŒ(t)=eg(t) 1c −1−F.
t
(x−x2) e−g(s) ds2
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as tQ., where c −1 :=xŒ(0)+>.0 (x−x2) e−g(t) ds. Since x is bounded and
eg(t)Q. as tQ., it follows that c −1=0. Thus
xŒ(t)=−eg(t) F.
t
(x−x2) e−g(s) ds for t \ 0. (2.3)
From L’Hopital’s rule, we get, as tQ.,
eg(t) F.
t
(x−x2) e−g(s) ds ’
d−d2
e3(1+bd)2 t2
. (2.4)
It then follows from (2.3) that
x(t)=d+F.
t
eg(y) F.
y
(x−x2) e−g(s) ds dy. (2.5)
The asymptotic formulas (1.8) and (1.7) with d (i)n replaced by d and O(
1
t)
terms replaced by o(1) terms follow easily from (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) and
then substituting these formulas into (2.3) and (2.5) yields the O(1t) terms in
(1.8) and (1.7). From the third equation of (1.2) and (1.7) and L’Hopital’s
rule we have
z− e(1+bd) t
ln t
’ (zŒ− e(1+bd)) t= b(d−d
2)
e2(1+bd)2
11+O 11
t
22
as tQ., which yields (1.9).
(ii) Since eg(t) >.t e−g(s) ds ’ 1e3(1+bd)2 t2 as tQ., there exists T1 > 0 such
that
eg(t) F.
t
e−g(s) ds [
2
e3(1+bd)2 t2
for t \ T1. Therefore from (2.5), we get
|x(t)−d| [
2
e3(1+bd)2 t
sup
s ¥ [t,.)
|x(s)| (1+ sup
s ¥ [t,.)
|x(s)|) for t \ T1. (2.6)
Assume that d=0. Then (2.6) yields
sup
s ¥ [t,.)
|x(s)| [
2
e3t
sup
s ¥ [t,.)
|x(s)| (1+ sup
s ¥ [t,.)
|x(s)|)
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for t \ T1, which implies that x(t)=0 for t sufficiently large. Hence by
uniqueness we get x — 0 and y — 0. From the third equation of (1.2), it
follows that z(t)=z(0)+et for t ¥ (−.,.).
Since the proof in the case of d=1 is similar, it is omitted.
(iii) The monotonicity of x with d ] 0, 1 for large t follows from the
sign of x(t)−x2(t) and (2.3).
Next, we prove the second part of Theorem 2. Define a metric space X by
X=3x ¥ C[0,.] : |x(t)−d| [ d
2
for t ¥ [0,.] x(t)Q d as tQ.4
with the metric |x1−x2 |.=sup0 [ t <. |x1(t)−x2(t)| for x1, x2 ¥X. It is easy
to check that X is a complete metric space. We then define a mapping F on
X by the right-hand side of (2.5) with g as defined in (1.10) and
z(x)(t)=z0+e F
t
0
(1+bx(s)) ds, (2.7)
where z0 > 0 will be determined later. We also define y(x)(t) by the right-
hand side of (2.3). For x ¥X, it follows that
d
2
[ x(t) [
3d
2
for t ¥ [0,.],
and hence if z0 \`2 , then for all t ¥ [0,.),
|x−x2| [ |x−d|+|x2−d2|+|d−d2| [
d
2
+
5
4
d2+|d−d2|=: M1,
z0+et [ z(t) [ z0+e 11+32 bd2 t,
z2(t)−1 \ (z0+et)2−1 \
1
2
z20+e
2t2
(2.8)
and so
e−(g(s)−g(t)) [ e−12 ez
2
0(s−t)−
e3
3 (s
3−t3) for 0 [ t [ s. (2.9)
Therefore, if we set T to be a sufficiently large number, then for t \ T
|y(x)(t)| [M1 F
.
t
e−
e3
3 (s
3− t3) ds=M1 5 1
e3t2
+O 1 1
t5
26 [ 2M1
e3t2
,
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and, for t ¥ [0, T]
|y(x)(t)| [M1 F
.
t
e−(g(s)−g(t)) ds [M1 F
.
t
e−
1
2 ez
2
0(s−t) ds [
2M1
ez20
.
Consequently, we have for t \ T,
|F(x)(t)−d| [ F.
t
|y(s)| ds [
2M1
e3t
, (2.10)
while for 0 [ t [ T,
|F(x)(t)−d| [ 1FT
t
+F.
T
2 |y(s)| ds [ 2M1T
ez20
+
2M1
e3T
. (2.11)
Then (2.10) yields F(x)(t)Q 0 as tQ., and (2.10) and (2.11) yield
|F(x)(t)−d| [ d/2 provided that T and z20/T are both sufficiently large (we
will set z0=T4/5 later). Therefore, F maps X into X if T and z0 are
sufficiently large.
Now we show that F is a contraction on X. Let x1, x2 ¥X be given. We
first write
y(x1)(t)−y(x2)(t)=I1(t)+I2(t),
where
I1(t)=F
.
t
e−(g(x2)(s)−g(x2)(t))[x1−x2−(x
2
1−x
2
2)] ds,
and
I2(t)=F
.
t
e−(g(x1)(s)−g(x1)(t))−e−(g(x2)(s)−g(x2)(t))(x1−x
2
1) ds.
We need to estimate |I1(t)| and |I2(t)|. Since |1−x1−x2 | [ 1+|x1 |+|x2 | [
1+3d, it follows from (2.9) that
|I1(t)| [
2(1+3d)
e3t2
|x1−x2 |. for t \ T, (2.12)
and
|I1(t)| [
2(1+3d)
ez20
|x1−x2 |. for t ¥ [0, T]. (2.13)
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It follows from the mean value theorem that
I2(t)=−e F
.
t
(x1−x
2
1) e
−t(s, t) F s
t
[z(x1)2 (y)−z(x2)2 (y)] dy ds,
where t(s, t)=h(s, t)[g(x1)(s)−g(x1)(t)]+(1−h)[g(x2)(s)−g(x2)(t)] for
some h(s, t) ¥ (0, 1). From (2.9) we have t(s, t) \ 12 z
2
0e(s− t)+
e
3
3 (s
3−t3).
Also, z(xi)(t) [ z0+e(1+32 bd) t for t \ 0 and i=1, 2 yields
|z2(x1)(t)−z2(x2)(t)| [ |z(x1)(t)+z(x2)(t)| F
t
0
eb |x1(s)−x2(s)| ds
[ 2eb [z0t+e(1+32 bd) t
2] |x1−x2 |..
Therefore,
|I2(t)| [M1e2b(z0I3+23 e(1+
3
2 bd) I4) |x1−x2 |., (2.14)
where
Ii(t)=F
.
t
e−
1
2 ez
2
0(s−t)−
e3
3 (s
3− t3)(s i−1−t i−1) ds
for i=3, 4.
We need the estimates for I3 and I4. For t \ T, we have
I3(t) [ F
.
t
e−
e3
3 (s
3− t3)(s2−t2) ds
and
I4(t) [ F
.
t
e−
e3
3 (s
3− t3)(s3−t3) ds.
Introduce a new variable g=s−t in the above integrals and use
s3−t3 \ 3t2g in the exponents to get
I3(t) [ F
.
0
e−e
3t2g(g2+2gt) dg=
2
e6t3
+
1
e9t6
[
4
e6t3
,
and
I4(t) [ F
.
0
e−e
3t2g(g3+3g2t+3gt2) dg=
3
e6t2
+
6
e9t5
+
6
e12t8
[
4
e6t2
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provided that T is sufficiently large. Insert those two estimates into (2.14)
to get, for t \ T,
|I2(t)| [ 4M1b 5 z0
e4t3
+
2+3bd
3e3t2
6 |x1−x2 |.. (2.15)
For t ¥ [0, T], the definitions of I3 and I4 and integration by parts yield
I3(t) [ F
.
t
e−
1
2 z
2
0 e(s− t)(s2−t2) ds=
8t
e2z40
+
16
e3z60
[
9T
e2z40
and, similarly
I4(t) [ F
.
t
e−
1
2 z
2
0 e(s− t)(s3−t3) ds [
13T2
e2z40
provided that T and z0 are sufficiently large. Therefore, it follows from
those estimates for I3 and I4 and (2.14) that for t ¥ [0, T]
|I2(t)| [M1b 59Tz30+26e3 11+32 bd2 T
2
z40
6 |x1−x2 |.. (2.16)
Consequently, (2.12) and (2.15) yields for t \ T
|y(x1)(t)−y(x2)(t)| [ 12(1+3d)
e3t2
+4M1b 5 z0
e4t3
+
2+3bd
3e3t2
62 |x1−x2 |.,
and, (2.13) and (2.16) yields for t ¥ [0, T]
|y(x1)(t)−y(x2)(t)|
[ 12(1+3d)
ez20
+M1b 59Tz30+26e3 11+32 bd2 T
2
z40
62 |x1−x2 |..
Therefore, for t \ T
|(F(x1)−F(x2))(t)| [ 12(1+3d)
e3T
+4M1b 5 z02e54T2+2+3bd3e3T 62 |x1−x2 |.,
and, for t ¥ [0, T]
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|(F(x1)−F(x2))(t)|=1FT
t
+F.
T
2 |y(x1)(s)−y(x2)(s)| ds
[ 12(1+3d) T
ez20
+M1b 59T2z30 +26e3 11+32 bd2 T
3
z40
62
×|x1−x2 |.+|(F(x1)−F(x2))(T)|.
Then it is easy to check that if we set z0=T4/5 and T is sufficiently large, it
follows that F is a contraction on X. Therefore by the contraction mapping
theorem, F has a unique fixed point x in X and the corresponding (x, y, z)
gives a solution of (1.2) satisfying the desired requirements. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since x(t)Q 0 as tQ−., it follows from the
third equation of (1.2) and L’Hopital’s rule that z(t) ’ et and hence from
(1.10) g(t) ’ 13 e
3t3 as tQ−.. Then, by L’Hoˆpital’s rule,
eg(t) F t
0
e−g(s) ds ’ −
1
gŒ(t) ’ −
1
e3t2
as tQ−.. (2.17)
Then integrating both sides of (2.2) on (−., t) we get
x(t)=xŒ(0) F t
−.
eg(s) ds+F t
−.
eg(s) F s
0
(x−x2) e−g(y) dy ds. (2.18)
In order to show (1.5) and (1.4), we first show that for t sufficiently
negatively large,
|x(t)| [ M¯ F t
−.
eg(s) ds (2.19)
with some constant M¯ > 0, and then use (2.19) and L’Hoˆpital’s rule for
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.18) to get (1.5) and (1.4) respectively.
Changing the order of integration in the last integral of the right-hand
side of (2.18) and using
e−g(t) F t
−.
eg(s) ds ’
1
gŒ(t) ’
1
e3t2
as tQ−., (2.20)
we can rewrite (2.18) as follows:
x(t)=xŒ(0) F t
−.
eg(s) ds−F t
−.
(x−x2) e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy
−F t
−.
eg(s) ds F 0
t
(x−x2) e−g(y) dy for t ¥ (−.,.). (2.21)
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Therefore, for t sufficiently negative large such that |x(t)| [ 1, we have
|x(t)| [ |xŒ(0)| F t
−.
eg(s) ds+2 F t
−.
|x(y)| e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy
+2 F t
−.
eg(s) ds F 0
t
|x(y)| e−g(y) dy.
Now let r(t)=supr ¥ (−., t] |x(r)|. Replacing t in the above inequality by
r ¥ (−., t], and then taking the supreme on both sides for r over (−., t],
using that r is nondecreasing and |x(r)| [ r(t) for all r [ t, and
F 0
r
|x(y)| e−g(y) dy [ r(t) F t
r
e−g(y) dy+F 0
t
r(y) e−g(y) dy,
we get
r(t) [ |xŒ(0)| F t
−.
eg(s) ds+2r(t) F t
−.
e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy
+2r(t) sup
r ¥ (−., t]
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds F t
r
e−g(y) dy
+2 F t
−.
eg(s) ds F 0
t
r(y) e−g(y) dy. (2.22)
It is clear from the definition of r(t) that to show (2.19) it suffices to
show that (2.19) holds with |x(t)| in the left-side hand replaced by r(t),
which will be shown by applying a similar method to the proof of
Gronwall’s lemma to the inequality of r(t) obtained by eliminating the
second and third terms in (2.22). In order to remove those two terms in
(2.22), we first need to show that the coefficients of r(t) in those two terms
are small for t negatively large.
First, from (2.20) it follows that, as tQ−.,
F t
−.
e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy=O 11
t
2 . (2.23)
We will show
sup
r ¥ (−., t]
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds F t
r
e−g(y) dy=O 1 1
t4
2 as tQ−.. (2.24)
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Since g(s) is increasing when s is negatively large and g(−.)=−., we can
make a change of variable g=g(s) and use integration by parts to get
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds=F g(r)
−.
eg
gŒ(s) dg=
eg(r)
gŒ(r)+F
g(r)
−.
eg
gœ(s)
(gŒ(s))3 dg (2.25)
and
F t
r
e−g(s) ds=F g(t)
g(r)
e−g
gŒ(s) dg=
e−g(r)
gŒ(r)−
e−g(t)
gŒ(t)−F
g(t)
g(r)
e−g
gœ(s)
(gŒ(s))3 dg. (2.26)
Since
gœ(s)
(gŒ(s))2 ’
2e3s
(e3s2)2
=
2
e3s3
as sQ−.,
it follows that
F g(r)
−.
eg
gœ(s)
(gŒ(s))3 dg=O
1 1
r3
2 F g(r)
−.
eg
gŒ(s) dg=O
1 1
r3
2 Fr
−.
eg(s) ds,
where in the last step we change the variable g back to the original variable
s and
F g(t)
g(r)
e−g
gœ(s)
(gŒ(s))3 dg=O
1 1
t3
2 F g(t)
g(r)
e−g
gŒ(s) dg=O
1 1
t3
2 F t
r
e−g(s) ds.
Then substituting these into (2.25) and (2.26) respectively and solving
>r−. eg(s) ds and > tr e−g(s) ds, we get
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds=
eg(r)
gŒ(r)
11+O 1 1
r3
22 ,
and
F t
r
e−g(s) ds=1 e−g(r)
gŒ(r)−
e−g(t)
gŒ(t)
211+O 1 1
t3
22 .
Therefore, using g(r)−g(t) [ 0 for r [ t, we get, for r [ t and t negatively
large,
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds F t
r
e−g(s) ds=1 1
(gŒ(r))2−
eg(r)−g(t)
gŒ(r) · gŒ(t)
211+O 1 1
t3
22
=O 1 1
(gŒ(t))2
11+O 1 1
t3
222=O 1 1
t4
2 ,
which yields (2.24).
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From (2.23) and (2.24), it follows that for t sufficiently negatively large,
F t
−.
e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy+ sup
r ¥ (−., t]
Fr
−.
eg(s) ds F t
r
e−g(y) dy [ 14 .
Using this inequality in (2.22), we get
r(t) [ 4 F t
−.
eg(s) ds 1 |xŒ(0)|+F 0
t
r(y) e−g(y) dy2
for t sufficiently negatively large, say t [ t2 for some t2 < 0. Therefore we
have
r(t) [ 4 F t
−.
eg(s) ds 1c1+F t2
t
r(y) e−g(y) dy2 (2.27)
for t [ t2, where c1=|xŒ(0)|+>0t2 r(y) e−g(y) dy.
Now we are in a position to use a similar argument to the proof of
Gronwall’s inequality. So let R(t)=> t2t r(y) e−g(y) dy. Then
RŒ(t)=−r(t) e−g(t) \ −4e−g(t) F t
−.
eg(s) ds (c1e−g(t2)+R(t)).
From (2.20) it follows that RŒ(t) \ −M/t2(c1+R(t)) for some constant
M> 0 as t sufficiently negatively large. Solving for R(t) from this inequality
and using R(t2)=0, we get
R(t) [Mc1e
M
t F t2
t
1
s2
e−
M
s ds [Mc1e
M
t e−
M
t2 F
t2
t
M
s2
ds
=Mc1eM(
1
t −
1
t2
) 11
t
−
1
t2
2=O(1) as tQ−..
Therefore, from (2.27) we have, for t sufficiently negatively large,
r(t) [ M¯ F t
−.
eg(s) ds
for some constant M¯ > 0, which yields (2.19).
Finally, using (2.20), (2.19) and L’Hoˆpital’s rule we get
F t
−.
(x−x2) e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy;F t
−.
eg(s) ds=O 1 1
(gŒ(t))2
2=O 1 1
t4
2 ,
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and
F t
−.
(x−x2) e−g(y) dy=O 1F t
−.
e−g(y) F y
−.
eg(s) ds dy2=O 11
t
2 .
Then using these in (2.2) and (2.21) we get (1.5) and (1.4) respectively with
c=xŒ(0)− >0−. (x−x2) e−g(y) dy. Similarly as before, using (1.4) we obtain
(1.6).
Notice that >0−. x(s) ds <.. It follows that
z(t)=−1+et+eb F t
0
x(s) ds=et (1+O 11
t
22
as tQ−., which yields (1.6). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Q.E.D.
3. EXISTENCE OF (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n )
The goal of this section is to prove the existence of (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ) in
Theorem 1. Since (1.2) is autonomous, we assume that z(0)=−1. For
convenience, we write system (1.2) in the form
xœ=x−x2+exŒ(z2−1), zŒ=e(1+bx), x > 0. (3.1)
We define the energy function E by
E(x, y) :=y2−x2+23 x
3, (3.2)
and E(t)=E(x(t), y(t)) whenever (x, y, z) is a solution of (1.2). Then
EŒ(t)=2ey2(z2−1). (3.3)
Now we outline the backward and the forward shooting arguments for
the existence of (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ). First for any given small e > 0 and
x(0) ¥ (0, 12], we show that if xŒ(0) satisfies E(0) > 76 e3+42e2 |ln e| x2(0),
then x will reach 0 before xŒ does in backward time, and if E(0) [ 0 then xŒ
reaches 0 before x does. As x and xŒ cannot reach 0 at the same time, the
sets of xŒ(0) with the above properties are open and disjoint. Hence their
complement C(x(0), e) is a nonempty closed set of (0,.) and has the
property that for xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) the solution of (3.1) with (x, xŒ)(0)=
(x(0), xŒ(0)) satisfies xŒ > 0, 0 < x < x(0) for t ¥ (−., 0] and limtQ−.
(x(t), z(t))=(0, 0, −.). Then we restrict xŒ(0) to the set C(x(0), e) and
show that if e > 0 is sufficiently small, then for the solution (x, z) of (3.1)
with x(0)=`e , xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1, x has at least order 1/e
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local minima in (0,.) while x > 0. The main idea of the proof is to show
that the local minimum values of x become order 1 as long as z(t)+1
reaches order 1. After that, x takes order 1 time for each oscillation while z
increases order e during each of such oscillations. Therefore, as z reaches 1,
x already has order 1/e many oscillations.
In order to use the shooting argument, we then show that for the solu-
tion of (3.1) with x(0)=12 e
−10/e and xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e), x has no local
minima on (0,.) as long as it is positive. Since xœ ] 0 whenever xŒ=0, it
implies that as we decrease x(0) from x(0)=`e to x(0)=12 e−10/e, the
minima of the solution (x, z) of (3.1) with xŒ(0)=C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1
have to disappear at x=. one by one. Then, a topological argument
shows the existence of (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ) with x
(1)
n (0) ¥ (12 e
−10/e,`e),
y (1)n (0) ¥ C(x(0), e), and z (1)n (0)=−1.
Our first lemma claims that if E(0) is positive and is not too small, then
x will first reach 0 before xŒ does in backward time.
Lemma 1. There exists e0 > 0 such that for e ¥ (0, e0] and any solution
(x, z) of (3.1) with z(0)=−1 and
0 < x(0) [ 12 , xŒ(0) > 0, and E(0) \ 76 e3+42(1+12 b) e2 |ln e| x(0)2,
there exists a T :=T(x(0), xŒ(0), e) ¥ (−6 |ln e|, 0) such that
x(T)=0, x(t) > 0 for t ¥ (T, 0], and xŒ > 0 for t ¥ [T, 0].
Proof. Let
T=inf{t > −6 |ln e| : x > 0, xŒ > 0, and
E > e3+36(1+12 b) e
2 |ln e| x2 in (t, 0]}.
If e [ 1/20, then
−T=F 0
T
1 dt=Fx(0)
x(T)
dx
xŒ=F
x(0)
x(T)
dx
`x2− 23 x3+E(t)
[ Fx(0)
x(T)
dx
`x2− 23 x3+e3
[ Fx(0)
x(T)
dx
`13 x2+e3
[`3 F 1
0
dx
`x2+e3
=`3 ln 1+`1+e
6
`e3
< 6 |ln e|.
Moreover, for t ¥ [T, 0]
xŒ(t) >`x2− 23 x3 > 0 (since E(t) > 0, x(t) ¥ (0, 12]).
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Therefore to prove the lemma, it suffices to show
E > e3+36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x2 in [T, 0].
Since in [T, 0], 0 [ zŒ(t) [ e(1+b/2), it follows that z(t) \ −1+
e(1+b/2) t, and hence if e is small
z2−1 [ e 11+b
2
2 t 511+b
2
2 et−26 [ 3 11+b
2
2 |eT| [ 18 11+b
2
2 e |ln e|,
and therefore
E(0)−E(t)=2e F 0
t
xŒ2(z2−1) ds [ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| F 0
t
xŒ2 ds
=36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| Fx(0)
x(t)
=x2−2
3
x3+E dx
[ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| Fx(0)
x(t)
`x2+E dx
[ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| Fx(0)
x(t)
(x+`E ) dx
[ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| 31
2
(x(0)2−x2(t))+`E(0) (x(0)−x(t))4
[ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| 31
2
(x(0)2−x2(t))+
1
2
E(0)
+
1
2
(x(0)−x(t))24
=36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| 3x(0)2−x(0) x(t))+1
2
E(0)4
[ 36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| 3x(0)2−x2(t)+1
2
E(0)4 .
Hence by the condition on E(0) it follows that
E(t) \ 11−18 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e|2 E(0)−36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x(0)2
+36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x2(t)
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>
6
7
E(0)−36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x(0)2+36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x2(t)
\ e3+36 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x2(t).
This completes the proof of the lemma. L
Then next lemma shows that if E(0) [ 0, then xŒ reaches 0 before x does
in backward time.
Lemma 2. For any e > 0, let (x, z) be a solution of (3.1) such that
z(0)=−1, 0 < x(0) [ 12 , xŒ(0) > 0 and E(0) [ 0. Then there exists a T ¥
(−., 0) such that
xŒ(T)=0, x(T) > 0, and xŒ > 0 in (−T, 0].
Proof. Define
T=inf{t < 0 : xŒ > 0, x > 0 in (t, 0]}.
We first show T > −. by contradiction. Suppose that T=−.. Then we
have z(t) < −1 in (−., 0), EŒ(t) > 0, xœ(t) > x−x2 \ 12 x > 0, and xŒ(t) > 0
in (−., 0], and so E(−.), xŒ(−.), and x(−.) exist, and
E(−.) < E(0) [ 0 and xŒ(−.)=0. We claim that x(−.)=0. For if
x(−.) > 0, then xœ \ 12 x(−.) in (−., 0], which implies xŒ(−.)=−.,
contradicting xŒ(−.)=0. Then the definition of E yields E(−.)=0,
contradicting E(−.) < 0. Therefore T > −..
Since E(T) < 0 implies x(T) ] 0, the lemma follows immediately by the
definition of T. L
For each e ¥ (0, e0) and x(0) ¥ (0, 12], we define
S1(x(0), e)={xŒ(0) > 0 : ,T1 < 0 s.t. x(T1)=0, xŒ > 0 in (T1, 0]}, (3.4)
S2(x(0), e)={xŒ(0) > 0 : ,T2 < 0 s.t. xŒ(T2)=0, xŒ > 0, x > 0 in (T2, 0]},
(3.5)
and
C(x(0), e)=(0,.)0( S1(x(0), e) 2 S2(x(0), e)). (3.6)
Lemma 3. For any given e ¥ (0, e0] and x(0) ¥ (0, 12], let S1(x(0), e),
S2(x(0), e), and C(x(0), e) be defined as above. Then the following holds:
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(a)
S1(x(0), e) ‡ 3xŒ(0) > 0 : E(0) \ 76 e3+42 11+b22 e2 |ln e| x(0)24 ,
and
S2(x(0), e) ‡ {xŒ(0) > 0 : E(0) [ 0}.
(b) Both the sets
0
x(0) ¥ (0, 12]
{x(0)}×S1(x(0), e) and 0
x(0) ¥ (0, 12]
{x(0)}×S2(x(0), e)
(3.7)
are open and disjoint in (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ (0, 12]×(0,.). Consequently, for
every e ¥ (0, e0] and x(0) ¥ (0, 12], the set C(x(0), e) is a nonempty closed set
in (0,.), and moreover,
C(x(0), e) … 3xŒ(0) ¥ (0,.) : 0 < E(0) < 7
6
e3+42 11+b
2
2 e2 |ln e| x2(0)4 .
(3.8)
(c) For every e ¥ (0, e0], the solution (x, z) of (3.1) with x(0) ¥ (0, 12],
xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1 satisfies
xŒ(t) > 0, 0 < x(t) < x(0), z(t) < −1 for all t ¥ (−., 0).
Proof. (a) The first assertion follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and
2 and the definitions of S1(x(0), e), S2(x(0), e), and C(x(0), e).
(b) Since x(t0)=0 and xŒ(t0)=0 for some t0 implies x — 0, it follows
that S1(x(0), e) and S2(x(0), e) are disjoint.
Since xŒ(0) ¥ S1(x(0), e) implies that xŒ(T1) ] 0, the assertion that the
first set in (3.7) is open in (0, 12]×(0,.) follows from the continuous
dependence of solutions of (3.1) with respect to (x(0), xŒ(0)).
Similarly, to show that the second set in (3.7) is open in (0, 12]×(0,.), it
suffices to show that xœ(T2) ] 0 when xŒ(0) ¥ S2(x(0), e). In fact, if xœ(T2)=
0, then differential Eq. (3.1) implies that either x(T2)=0 or x(T2)=1,
which together with xŒ(T2)=0 yield x — 0 or x — 1, contradicting
0 < x(0) [ 12 .
The assertion for the set C(x(0), e) is a consequence of (a) and the
connectedness of (0,.).
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(c) Since initially xŒ > 0 and 0 < x [ 12 , and a violation of one of these
two properties implies that xŒ(0) is in S1(x(0), e) 2 S2(x(0), e), the assertion
(c) thus follows. L
Corollary 1. If e ¥ (0, e0] and x(0) ¥ (0, 12], then S1(x(0), e) ‡
[2x(0),.), S2(x(0), e) ‡ (0, 12 x(0)], and C(x(0), e) … (12 x(0), 2x(0)).
Proof. Suppose that xŒ(0) [ 12 x(0) for some x(0) ¥ (0, 12]. Then E(0) [
− 34 x(0)
2+23 x(0)
3 < 0, and then (a) of Lemma 3 yields xŒ(0) ¥ S2(x(0), e).
Now suppose that xŒ(0) \ 2x(0) for some x(0) ¥ (0, 12]. We claim that
there exists a T ¥ (− 1(1+b/2) e , 0) such that x(T)=0 and xŒ > 0 in [T, 0]. To
prove the claim, we define
T=inf 3 t ¥ 1− 1
(1+12 b) e
, 02 : xŒ > 2x > 0 in (t, 0)4 .
Notice that (xŒ−2x)Œ (0)=−3x(0)−x(0)2 < 0 whenever xŒ(0)=2x(0). It
follows that T is well defined. We first show that T > − 1(1+b/2) e . Assume
that it is false. On [T, 0], z2−1 [ (1+12 b) et [(1+
1
2 b) et−2] [ 3, and so if
e [ e0, then xœ < x+3exŒ < (12+3e) xŒ < 34 xŒ, and xŒ(t) > xŒ(0) e
3
4 t, and hence
x 1− 1
(1+12 b) e
2 < x(0)+4
3
(e−
3
4e−1) xŒ(0) < x(0)−xŒ(0) < 0,
which contradicts the definition of T. Therefore T > − 1(1+b/2) e .
To complete the proof of the claim, it suffices to show xŒ(T) ] 2x(T).
Suppose not. Then (xŒ−2x)Œ (T) \ 0. However, from (3.1) we obtain for
e [ e0,
(xŒ−2x)Œ (T)=x(T)[−3−x(T)+2e(z2(T)−1)]
< x(T)[−3−x(T)+6e] < 0,
a contradiction. Therefore, we have x(T)=0 and the claim follows.
Therefore, from the claim and the definition of S1(x(0), e) we have
xŒ(0) ¥ S1(x(0), e). Then the last assertion of the corollary follows
immediately. L
Remark 2. For x(0)=`e and xŒ(0)) ¥ C(x(0), e), Lemma 3 yields a
better estimate for E(0), i.e., E(0)=O(e3 |ln e|), while Corollary 1 only
gives E(0)=O(e). However, when x(0) is exponentially small in e, say,
x(0)=12 e
−10/e, and xŒ(0)) ¥ C(x(0), e), Corollary 1 implies E(0)=O(e−20/e),
while Lemma 3 implies E(0)=O(e3). We will use these estimates later.
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Next, we study the forward behavior of the solutions (x, z) of (3.1) with
z(0)=−1 and (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥1x(0) ¥ (0, 12] {x(0)}×C(x(0), e). The next
lemma shows that 12 x < xŒ < 2x hold as long as x [ 12 . Those inequalities are
used many times in the proofs of the rest of the lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let e ¥ (0, e0] and (x, z) be a solution of (3.1) with
xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e), z(0)=−1, and
x(0) ¥ 11
2
exp 5− 1
2e
= 3
2e
−
b
2
6 , 1
2
2 . (3.9)
Then there is a T1 satisfying
1
2 |ln(2x(0))| < T1 < 2 |ln(2x(0))|, (3.10)
such that x(T1)=
1
2 and on [0, T1],
1
2 x < xŒ < 2x, x(0) e
t
2 < x(t) < x(0) e2t. (3.11)
Proof. Define
T1=sup{t > 0 : x <
1
2 , xŒ > 12 x}.
Then from Corollary 1, T1 is welldefined. On [0, T1), xŒ(t) > 12 x(t) yields
x(t) > x(0) e t/2, which implies T1 <.. Furthermore, 12 \ x(T1) > x(0) eT1/2
gives T1 < 2 |ln 2x(0)|.
To show x(T1)=
1
2 , it suffices to show xŒ(T1) > 12 x(T1) by the definition of
T1. Assume that xŒ(T1)=12 x(T1). Then (xŒ− 12 x)Œ (T1) [ 0. Again from (3.1)
and e [ e0, we have
(xŒ− 12 x)Œ (T1)=x(T1) (34−x(T1)+12 e(z2(T1)−1))
> x(T1) (
1
4−
1
2 e) > 0,
which gives a contradiction.
Next we show xŒ < 2x in [0, T1], which holds for t=0 from Corollary 1.
Suppose that xŒ=2x occurs first at the time t¯ ¥ (0, T1]. Then we have
(xŒ−2x)Œ (t¯) \ 0. Since in [0, T1], xŒ \ 12 x, it follows that
z(t¯) [ −1+et¯+eb F t¯
0
2xŒ(s) ds [ −1+e(t¯+b),
and then (3.9) implies
z2(t¯)−1 [ (e(T1+b))2 [ e2(2 ln |2x(0)|+b)2 <
3
2e
.
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The first equation of (3.1) gives
xœ(t¯)−2xŒ(t¯)=x(t¯){−3−x(t¯)+2e(z2(t¯)−1)}
< x(t¯)(−3+2e(z2(t¯)−1)) < 0,
contradicting the definition of t¯. Therefore xŒ(t) < 2x(t) for t ¥ [0, T1] and
so T1 >
1
2 |ln 2x(0)|. This completes the proof of the lemma. L
Remark 3. Lemma 4 implies that if x(0) is order 1, then T1 is order 1
and z(T1)+1 is order e; if x(0) is order e, then T1 is order |ln e| and z(T1)+1
is order e |ln e|; if x(0) is order e−1/e, then T1 is order 1/e and z(T1)+1 is
order 1.
The above remark provides the guidance on how to choose x(0) so that
for the solution (x, z) of (3.1) with xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1, x has
either more oscillations or fewer oscillations before z reaches 1. Lemmas 5
and 7–13 show that if x(0)=`e , then x has order 1e many oscillations in
(0,.) before z reaches 1. Lemma 14 shows that if x(0)=12 e−10/e which
satisfies (3.9), then x oscillates at most one time before it becomes negative.
In Lemmas 5 and 7 to Lemma 13, we study the solution of (3.1) with
x(0)=`e , xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1. Therefore, in those lemmas
we refer (x, y, z) to be this particular solution.
Lemma 5. There exist an e1 ¥ (0, e0] and two positive numbers M1 and
M2 which depend only on e1 such that if e ¥ (0, e1], then
−M2e2 |ln e| [ E(T1) [ −M1e2 |ln e|, (3.12)
where T1 is given in Lemma 4.
Proof. First it follows from x(0)=`e and (3.10) that 12 ln(2`e) < T1 <
2 ln(2`e).
Let T −1 ¥ (0, T1) be such that x(T −1)=1/4. Since from (3.11), 12 x <
xŒ < 2x on [T −1, T1], we have
1
4=x(T1)−x(T
−
1)=F
T1
T −1
xŒ dt \ FT1
T −1
1
2 x dt \
1
8 (T1−T
−
1),
and hence T −1 \ T1−2 > 12 ln(2`e)−2.
On [0, T1], since zŒ \ e and x < 2xŒ, we have −1+et [ z(t) [ −1+
e(t+b). Hence if e is sufficiently small, then et [ 1−z2(t) [ 2e(b+t) on
[0, T1]. Using (3.10) again we get
E(0)−E(T1) \ 2e2 F
T1
0
txŒ2 dt \ 2e2T −1 F
T1
T −1
xŒ2 dt \ 332 e2(12 |ln(2`e)|−2),
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and
E(0)−E(T1) [ 4e2 F
T1
0
(b+t) xŒ2 dt [ 4e2(b+T1) F
T1
0
xŒ2 dt
[ 4e2(b+T1) F
1
2
0
2x dx [ e2(|ln(2`e)|+b),
which together with E(0)=O(e3 |ln e|) from (3.8) yields (3.12). L
To show that for e > 0 small, the projections of the solutions in the
above lemma into (x, y) plane will follow, as t increases, the homoclinic
orbits E(x, y)=0 of the unperturbed system, we will first show the follow-
ing perturbation result.
Lemma 6. Let (x, z) be a solution of (3.1) and x0 be a solution of the
equation
xœ=x−x2 (3.13)
on [t0, t0+d] with d ¥ (0,.). Assume that for t ¥ [t0, t0+d],
|x(t)|+|xŒ(t)| [ L1, |x0(t)|+|x −0(t)| [ L1, |z2(t)−1| [ L2
for some constants L1 > 0 and L2 > 0. Then
|x(t)−x0(t)|+|xŒ(t)−x −0(t)|
[ (|x(t0)−x0(t0)|+|xŒ(t0)−x −0(t0)|+L1L2 de) e (2L1+1) d
for t ¥ [t0, t0+d].
Proof. Define Fe(x, y, z)=(y, x−x2+ey(z2−1)) for e \ 0 and define
the norm in R2 by ||(x, y)||=|x|+|y|. Then for any two points (xi, yi) with
||(xi, yi)|| [ L1 (i=1, 2) and |z2−1| [ L2, it is easy to see
||Fe(x1, y1, z)−F0(x2, y2, z)|| [ (2L1+1) ||(x1−x2, y1−y2)||+eL1L2.
Write the first equation of (3.1) and Eq. (3.13) in the first order system
(xŒ, yŒ)=Fe(x, y) and (x −0, y −0)=F0(x0, y0); then we have the equivalent
integral equations and then subtract these two integral equations to get
|x(t)−x0(t)|+|y(t)−y0(t)|
[ (|x(t0)−x0(t0)|+|y(t0)−y0(t0)|+eL1L2d)
+(2L1+1) F
t
t0
(|x(s)−x0(s)|+|y(s)−y0(s)|) ds,
which together with Gronwall’s inequality yield the desired result. L
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The next lemma shows that the projection (x, xŒ) of the solution (x, z) of
(3.1) with x(0)=`e , xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and z(0)=−1 follows the homo-
clinic orbit y2+x2− 23 x
3=0 of (3.13) from the point where x=12 and y > 0
to the point where x=14 and y < 0.
Lemma 7. If e ¥ (0, e1], then there exists a T2 ¥ (T1, T1+d1) with d1=
ln(70+28`6+5`195+2`1170) such that x(T2)=14 , xŒ(T2) < 0, xŒ
changes sign exactly one time in [T1, T2], and |x(t)−x0(t)|+|xŒ(t)−x −0(t)| [
M3e for t ¥ [T1, T2], whereM3 :=[M2+(32+
1
`3
) d1] e (4+
2
`3
) d1. Moreover,
|xŒ(T2)+14`56 | [M3e, 14 < x < 32 in (T1, T2),
−1 < z(T2) [ −1+e (1+32 b)(T1+d1), and E(T2) < −M1e
2 |ln e|.
Proof. Let x0(t) be the homoclinic solution of (3.13) with x0(T1)=
1
2 .
Then x −0
2=x20−
2
3 x
3
0 and x
−
0(T1)=`16. It is straightforward to calculate that
x0 reaches
1
5 at T1+d1 with xŒ(T1+d1) < 0. Since xŒ(T1) > 0 and xŒ2(T1)=
x2(T1)−
2
3 x
3(T1)+E(T1)=x
−
0
2(T1)+E(T1), it follows from (3.12) that
|xŒ(T1)−x −0(T1)| [
|E(T1)|
xŒ(T1)+x −0(T1)
[
|E(T1)|
x −0(T1)
[`6 M2e2 |ln e|.
Notice that E(T1) < 0 and |z| < 1 on [T1, T1+d1]. We get E < 0 which gives
|xŒ| [`13 and 0 < x < 32 on [T1, T1+d1]. Similarly, |x −0 | [`13 and 0 < x0 [ 32
for t ¥ (−.,.). Clearly |z2−1| [ 1 on [T1, T1+d1]. Therefore an applica-
tion of Lemma 6 with d=d1, L1 :=
3
2+`13 and L2 :=1 yields
|x(t)−x0(t)|+|xŒ(t)−x −0(t)| [ (`6 M2e2 |ln e|+L1L2d1e) e (2L1+1) d1
[ (M2+L1L2d1) e (2L1+1) d1e=:M3e,
from which and the properties of x0 the assertions of the lemma follows
easily. L
The following lemma shows that after T2, xŒ reaches 0 at some time T3
before x does. Since T3−T2 Q. as eQ 0, Lemma 6 cannot be applied over
the interval [T2, T3].
Lemma 8. There exists e2 ¥ (0, e1] such that if e ¥ (0, e2] then there
exists a T3 ¥ (T2, 1(1+b/2) e) such that
xŒ < 0 in [T2, T3), xŒ(T3)=0, M4e`|ln e| < x(T3) < 14 ,
(3.14)
whereM4=`M1.
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Proof. Define
T3=sup 3 t ¥ 1T2, 1(1+12 b) e2 : xŒ < 0, x > 0 in (T2, t]4 .
Since on (T2, T3), e [ zŒ [ e(1+b/2), it follows that −1 < z(t) < 0 and so
EŒ(t) < 0. Therefore, from (3.12) we get E(t) < E(T2) < −M1e2 |ln e|, which
implies x2(t) >M1e2 |ln e| for t ¥ [T2, T3), that is, x(t) >M4e`|ln e| with
M4=`M1 .
Therefore, in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show T3 < 1/
((1+12 b) e). Assume that it is false. Then on [1/(2(1+
1
2 b) e),
1/((1+12 b) e)], −1+et [ z(t) [ −1+(1+
1
2 b) et [ 0 yields
z2(t)−1 [ −(z+1) [ − et [
1
2+b
=:−b˜.
From (3.1) and x [ 1/2 we obtain on [1/(2(1+12 b) e), 1/((1+
1
2 b) e)],
xœ > 12 x+exŒ(z2−1) > 12M4e`|ln e|− b˜exŒ.
Multiplying e b˜et on both sides, then integrating over [1/(2(1+12 b) e),
1/((1+12 b) e)], and using |xŒ(1/2(1+b/2) e)| < x −0(12)=`16, we get for
sufficiently small e
xŒ 1 1
(1+12 b) e
2 \M4 `|ln e|
2b˜
− :xŒ 1 1
2(1+b/2) e
2 : > 0,
which contradicts xŒ(1/((1+12 b) e)) < 0. Therefore T3 < 1/((1+12 b) e) and
then the definition of T3 yields xŒ(T3)=0. Clearly, x(T3) < x(T2)=14 . This
completes the proof of the lemma. L
The next lemma gives a better upper bound for T3 which will be used in
Lemma 10.
Lemma 9. There exists M5 > 0 which depends only on e2 such that if
0 < e [ e2, then
T3 [M5 |ln e|, (3.15)
where T3 is given in Lemma 8.
Proof. From Lemma 8 we see that T3 < 1/((1+
1
2 b) e), and so z
2(t)−
1 < 0 on [T2, T3], which together with xŒ(t) < 0 on [T2, T3) and (3.1) yields
xœ > x−x2 > 12 x and xŒxœ < 12 xxŒ on [T2, T3). It follows from xŒ(T3)=0 that
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xŒ2(t) > 12 (x2(t)−x2(T3)), and so xŒ < −`12 (x2(t)−x2(T3)) for t ¥ [T2, T3].
Therefore
T3−T2 <`2 ln
1
2+`14−x2(T3)
x(T3)
[`2 |ln x(T3)|. (3.16)
It then follows from (3.10), Lemma 7, (3.14) and (3.16) that
T3 < 2 |ln(2`e)|+d1+`2 |ln(M4e`|ln e|)|. (3.17)
Since |ln (e`|ln e| )|=O(|ln e|) as eQ 0, (3.15) follows from (3.17). L
Lemma 8 confirms that x has at least one oscillation in (−., T3], and
Lemma 9 implies that z(T3)+1 is very small, which suggests that x have a
lot of oscillations before z reaches 1. This is what we show in the next
lemma.
Lemma 10. Let tn, with 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tN1 [ 1/(4(1+
1
2 b) e), be the
times at which x reaches its local minima, where N1=N1(e) is defined by
N1(e) :=max 3n \ 1 : tn [ 14(1+12 b) e and x(tn) [ 144 .
Then there exists an e3 ¥ (0, e2] such that for any e ¥ (0, e3], N1(e) exists
with the following properties:
(i)
M4e`|ln e| < x(t1) < x(t2) < · · · < x(tN1 ) [ 14 ,
(ii) either
1
4(1+12 b) e
−3M5 |ln e| [ tN1 [
1
4(1+12 b) e
, (3.18)
or
1
4−36e [ x(tN1 ) [
1
4 . (3.19)
Proof. We use mathematical induction to prove this lemma.
First we let t1=T3. We have T1 [M5 |ln e| andM4e`|ln e| [ x(t1) < 14 .
Assume that t1 < t2 < · · · < tn < 1/(4(1+
1
2 b) e) exist and x(tn) <
1
4 . We
will show that tn+1 exists. We first show that there exists a T > tn such that
x(T)=12 and xŒ > 0 in (tn, T]. To do so, we define
T=sup 3 t ¥ 5tn, 12(1+12 b) e2 : xŒ > 0, x < 124 .
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Then in [tn, T),
xŒ=`x2− 23 x3+E=`x2− 23 x3+En (1+Rn(t, e)), (3.20)
where xn=x(tn), En=E(tn),
Rn(t, e) :=
−Qn(t, e)
1+`1−Qn(t, e)
and Qn(t, e) :=
En−E
x2− 23 x
3+En
.
Notice that |Rn | < Qn. We claim that Qn(t, e) < 4e for t ¥ [tn, T) for small
e > 0, and therefore establish
xŒ=`x2− 23 x3+En (1+Rn) with |Rn | < 4e in (tn, T]. (3.21)
Since z2−1 < 0 on (tn, T), we have E < En and Rn < 0. It follows from
(3.20) that xŒ [`x2− 23 x3+En [`x2−x2n on [tn, T), and so
|E−En | [ 2e F
t
tn
xŒ2 ds=2e Fx
xn
xŒ dy [ 2e Fx
xn
`y2−x2n dy
[ 23`x2−x2n (x−xn).
On the other hand, on [tn, T],
x2− 23 x
3+En=(x−xn)[x+xn−
2
3 (x
2+xnx+x
2
n)]
\ (x−xn)[x+xn−(x2+x2n)] \
1
2
(x−xn)(x+xn),
(3.22)
it then follows from the definition of Q that
Qn [
4e
3
= x−xn
x+xn
[ 4e,
and hence (3.21) follows.
In order to show x(T)=12 , we need to show that T <
1
2(1+b/2) e by the
definition of T. By (3.21) and (3.22)
T−tn=F
x(T)
xn
1
`x2− 23 x3+En (1+Rn)
dx
[
`2
1−4e
F
1
2
xn
dx
`x2−x2n
[ 2`2 ln 1
xn
(3.23)
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if e < 1/8. Since xn >M4e`|ln e| by the assumption of our induction, it
follows that
T−tn [ 2`2 |ln(M4e`ln e|)| [M5 |ln e|, (3.24)
whereM5 is defined in (3.17), and hence if e is sufficiently small, then
T [
1
4(1+12 b) e
+M5 |ln e| <
1
2(1+b/2) e
.
Therefore x(T)=12 .
Next we will show by a perturbation argument that x will continue to
follow some solution of (3.13). Let x0(t) be the solution of (3.13) satisfying
x0(T)=
1
2 and x
−
0(T)=`16+En . Then x0 satisfies x −0 2−x20+23 x30=En. Let
T1 ¥ (T,.) be the first time such that x0(T1)=13 , x −0(T1) < 0 and let
yn+1 ¥ (T, T1) be the time such that x −0(yn+1)=0 and x0(yn+1) > 1. Since x0
is a periodic solution with minimum value less than 14 (since xn <
1
4) and
maximum value larger than 1, it yields that T1 and yn+1 exist. Then from
the definition of x0(t) we have
T1−T=1Fx0(yn+1)1
2
+Fx0(yn+1)
1
3
2 dx
`x2− 23 x3+En
[ 2 Fx0(yn)
1
3
dx
`x2− 23 x3+En
=: 2In. (3.25)
We claim that
In [
3p`2
2
. (3.26)
Since En ¥ (−16 , 0), it follows that fn(x) :=x
2− 23 x
3+En=0 has three roots
−cn < 0, an=x0(tn)=x(tn) ¥ (0, 1), and bn=x0(yn+1) ¥ (1, 23). For simplic-
ity, we omit the subscript index n from fn, cn, an and bn. Therefore
we have f(x)=23 (x+c)(x−a)(b−x)=
2
3 (x+c)[−x
2+(a+b) x−ab]=
2
3 (x+c)[−(x−(a+b)/2)
2+(b−a)2/4], and
In==32 F b13 dx=(x+c) 5−1x−a+b
2
22+(b−a)2
4
6 .
Let
x=
a+b
2
+
b−a
2
sin h and g(h)=x+c. (3.27)
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After a simple calculation, we get
In==32 F
p
2
h0
dh
`g(h)
,
where h0 ¥ (−p/2, p/2) (since a < 14 <
1
3) satisfies
b−a
2 sin h0=
1
3−
b+a
2 . Since
g(h) is increasing in (h0, p/2), we get g(h) \ g(h0)=13+c \
1
3 . Then, (3.26)
follows from p/2−h1 [ p. From (3.25) we obtain T1−T [ 3p`2 .
From (3.21), we get |xŒ(T)−x −0(T)|=`16+En |Rn | [ 4`16 e. We again
apply Lemma 6 with L1=
3
2+`13, L2=1 and d=d2 :=3p`2 and obtain
for t ¥ [T, T+d2]
|x−x0 |+|xŒ−x −0 | [ (4`16+L1L2d2) e (2L1+1) d2 e=: m1e. (3.28)
Next we show that there exist a unique T −1 ¥ (T, T1) such that x(T −1)=12 ,
xŒ(T −1) < 0, and xŒ changes sign exactly one time in [T, T −1]. Notice from
(3.28) that x(T1) < x0(T1)+m1e=
1
3+m1e <
1
2 if e <
1
6m1
and that x(T)=12 and
xŒ(T) > 0. It follows that xŒ changes sign at least one time in (T, T −1). Let
y −n+1 ¥ (T, T1) be the first zero point of xŒ in (T, T −1). Then xŒ(y −n+1)=0 and
xŒ > 0 in [T, y −n+1). It is clear from xŒ(T) > 0 that x(y −n+1) is a local
maximum value. Then from Eq. (3.1) we have x(y −n+1) > 1. Since
E(y −n+1) < 0, it follows that x(y
−
n+1) <
3
2 .
Suppose that x has more than one critical point in (T, T1] and let
y'n+1 ¥ (y −n+1, T1] be the second such point. From Eq. (3.1), such a point
cannot be an inflection point, which implies that the successive critical
points of x are alternatively maximum and minimum. Hence, x(y'n+1) is a
local minimum, and Eq. (3.1) yields x(y'n+1) < 1 (note that x(y
'
n+1) ] 1, for
else x — 1). Using (3.28) we get |x −0(y'n+1)| [ |xŒ(y'n+1)|+m1e=m1e and
1
3 [ x0(y
'
n+1) < 1+m1e < x¯ if e < (x¯−1)/m1 where x¯ is the largest root of
−x2+23 x
3=− 781 whose value is larger than 1. It follows that x0(y
'
n+1) ¥
[13 , x¯). Since the function −x
2+23 x
3 reaches its maximum values − 781 on
[13 , x¯] at
1
3 and x¯, we have En=(x
−
0(y
'
n+1))
2−x20(y
'
n+1)+
2
3 x
3
0(y
'
n+1) <
m21e
2− 781 , and so from x0(tn)=x(tn) \
1
4 , we have En \ −(
1
4)
2+23 (
1
4)
3=− 596 .
Therefore m21e
2 > − 596+
7
81=
89
2592 . This is impossible if e <` 892592m21. Thisshows that xŒ has a unique zero in (T, T1).
The existence of T −1 ¥ (T, T1) follows from x(T)=12 , xŒ(T) > 0 and
x(T1) <
1
2 and the mean value theorem. The uniqueness of T
−
1 follows from
the fact that xŒ change sign exactly one time in (T, T1). Moreover, we have
T −1−T < T1−T [ 3p`2 . (3.29)
Since T −1=T+(T
−
1−T) [ 1/(2(1+12 b) e)+3p`2 < 1/((1+12 b) e) for e
sufficiently small, the proof of the existence of tn+1 > T
−
1 follows from the
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same way as the proof used for the existence of T3 in Lemma 8, and
furthermore applying a similar proof used to show (3.16) we get
tn+1−TŒ [`2 |ln x(tn+1)| [`2 |ln x(tn)|,
which together with (3.23), (3.25), and (3.26) yields
tn+1−tn=(tn+1−T
−
1)+(T
−
1−T)+(T−tn) [ 3`2 |ln x(tn)|+3p`2 .
(3.30)
Since x(tn) [M4e |ln e|, it follows from the definition ofM5 in (3.17) that
tn+1−tn [ 3`2 | |ln(M4e |ln e|)|+3p`2 [ 3M5 |ln e|. (3.31)
If x(tn+1) >
1
4 or tn+1 > 1/(4(1+
1
2 b) e), we let N1(e)=n and stop the
induction procedure, and otherwise we continue this process. Since tn+1−
tn \ >11
2
(dx/`x2− 23 x3+En) \ >11
2
(dx/`x2− 23 x3)=: m2, it follows that
N1 <
1
4m2e
<. so that N1 is well defined.
To complete the proof of Lemma 10, it remains to show (3.18) and
(3.19). Clearly, by the above choice of N1 and (3.31), (3.18) holds if
tN1+1 > 1/(4(1+
1
2 b) e). Hence we only need to show (3.19) if x(tN1+1) >
1
4 .
In this case, since |z2−1| [ 1 for t ¥ [0, tN1+1], it follows that
EN1 −EN1+1 [ 2e F
tN1+1
tN1
(xŒ)2 dt=2e F yN1+1
tN1
(xŒ)2 dt+F tN1+1
yN1+1
(xŒ)2 dt
=2e Fx(yN1+1)
x(tN1 )
`x2− 23 x3+E dx−2e F
x(yN1+1)
x(tN1+1)
`x2− 23 x3+E dx
[ 4e F
3
2
0
x dx=4.5e.
On the other hand, from (3.22) we have EN1 −EN1+1 \
1
2 (x
2
N1+1−x
2
N1 ).
Hence, xN1 \` 116−9e \ 14−36e, which combining with the assumption that
xN1 <
1
4 , yields (3.19). This completes the proof of Lemma 10. L
In the next two lemmas we show that when tn is order
1
e , then x(tn)
reaches order 1.
Lemma 11. There exists M6 > 0 which depends only on e3 such that for
any e ¥ (0, e3), if (3.18) holds, then
z(tn+1)−z(tn)
x(tn+1)−x(tn)
[M6 (3.32)
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for n=N3+1, ..., N2−1, where N2=N2(e) and N3=N3(e) are defined by
N2=min 3n [N1 : tn > 18 (1+12 b) e4 ,
N3=max 3n > 0 : tn < 116(1+12 b) e4 ,
where e3, tn, and N1 are given in Lemma 10. Furthermore,
: tN2 − 18 (1+12 b) e : [ 3M5 |ln e| and
: tN3 − 116 (1+12 b) e : [ 3M5 |ln e|.
(3.33)
Proof. From Lemma 10, (3.18), and (3.31), it follows that N2 and N3
are well defined and (3.33) holds. For any N3 < n < N2, we denote
xn=x(tn) and En=E(tn) as before.
Since xn < xn+1, it follows that En−En+1 [ (x2n+1−x2n) [
2xn+1(xn+1−xn), and hence
xn+1−xn \
En−En+1
2xn+1
. (3.34)
Let T −n and Tn in (tn, tn+1) be such that x(T
−
n)=
1
4 and x(Tn)=
1
2 with
xŒ(T −n) > 0 and xŒ(Tn) > 0. From (3.21), (3.22), xn [ 14 , and e < 1/8, we have
F tn+1
tn
xŒ2 dt \ FTn
T −n
xŒ2 dt=F
1
2
1
4
xŒ dx \ (1−4e) F
1
2
1
4
=x2−2
3
x3+En dx
\=1
8
F
1
2
1
4
`x2−x2n dx \
1
`8
F
1
2
1
4
=x2− 1
64
dx=: m3.
Since −1+ 116(1+b/2) [ z [ −7/8 on [tn, tn+1], it follows that 1−z
2 \
15
64(2+b)=: m˜/2 on [tn, tn+1], and so
En−En+1 \ m˜e F
tn+1
tn
xŒ2 dt \ m˜m3e. (3.35)
From (3.34) we have xn+1−xn \ m˜m3e/xn+1, and thus
zn+1−zn
xn+1−xn
[
xn+1(tn+1−tn)
m˜m3
. (3.36)
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Next we show xn+1 [ m4xn with m4 :=`1+10/m˜m3 . Let yn+1 ¥
(tn, tn+1) such that x(yn+1) is a local maximum of x. Then xŒ(yn+1)=0,
x(yn+1) > 1, and
En−En+1 [ 2e F
tn+1
tn
xŒ2 dt=2e F yn+1
tn
xŒ2 dt+2e F tn+1
yn+1
xŒ2 dt
=2e Fx(yn+1)
x(tn)
`x2− 23 x3+E dx−2e F
x(tn+1)
x(yn+1)
`x2− 23 x3+E dx
[ 4e F
3
2
0
`x2− 23 x3 dx < 5e. (3.37)
Using En−En+1 \ 12 (x
2
n+1−x
2
n) we obtain
x2n+1−x
2
n [ 2(En−En+1), (3.38)
and then from (3.37) we have x2n+1 [ x2n+10e. Notice that in (3.35) if we
replace n by n−1, we obtain En [ En−1−m˜m3e [ −m˜m3e which implies
x2n \ m˜m3e. Therefore we have x2n+1 [ x2n+(10/m˜m3) x2n, that is,
xn+1 [ m4xn, which together with (3.30) yields
xn+1(tn+1−tn) [ m4xn(3`2 |ln xn |+3`2 p). (3.39)
Using (3.39) and (3.36) we obtain (3.32). This completes the proof of the
lemma. L
Lemma 12. Let e ¥ (0, e3] be fixed. Assume that (3.18) holds. Then
x(tN2 ) \
2
45 (1+12 b) M6
,
where N2 andM6 are given in Lemma 11.
Proof. From Lemma 11 we see
x(tn+1)−x(tn) \
1
M6
(z(tn+1)−z(tn)) for n=N3, ..., N2−1.
Adding all these inequalities together and using (3.33) we obtain
x(tN2 )−x(tN3 ) \
1
M6
(z(tN2 )−z(tN3 )) \
e
M6
(tN2 −tN3 )
\
e
M6
1 1
8(1+12 b) e
−
1
16(1+12 b) e
−6M5 |ln e|2 \ 245M6
if e is sufficiently small, from which Lemma 12 follows. L
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Recall that in Lemmas 5 and 7–13, (x, z) is a solution of (3.1) with
x(0)=`e , xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e), and z(0)=−1. We are now in the position
to show that if e is sufficiently small, then x has order 1e many minima as
long as x is positive.
Lemma 13. Let N=N(e) be the number of minima of x. There exists
e4 ¥ (0, e3] such that if e ¥ (0, e4], then N \M7/e for some constant M7 > 0
independent of e.
Proof. From Lemma 10, it suffices to show Lemma 13 under the
assumption that either (3.19) or (3.18) holds. So we prove Lemma 13 in
these two cases.
Case 1. Assume that (3.19) holds. We define an integer N4=N4(e) by
N4=min{n < N1 : x(tn) \ 1/8}.
It is clear that N4 is well defined.
First, we notice that (3.37) and (3.38) hold for all 1 [ n [N1. Then using
(3.37), (3.38), and xn+1 > xn \ 1/8 for N4 [ n [N1 we get
xn+1−xn [
2(En−En+1)
xn+1+xn
[
En−En+1
xn
[ 40e (N1−N4). (3.40)
Then adding (3.40) from n=N4 to n=N1−1 we get xN1 −xN4 [
40e (N1−N4).
On the other hand, using (3.19), (3.40), and the definition of N4, and the
same way as we show (3.19) we get |xN4 −
1
8| [ 36e and |xN1 −
1
4| [ 36e, and
hence, xN1 −xN4 \
1
8−72e.
Therefore, we have N1−N4 \ 1320e−
9
5 , and so
N \N1 \
1
320e
−
9
5
+N4 \
1
320e
−
9
5
,
which implies the assertion of Lemma 13.
Case 2. Assume that (3.18) holds. We claim that
tn+1−tn [ m5, for n=N2, ..., N1, (3.41)
where m5=2`2 |lnM −6 |+3`2 p+2/`6 M −6 withM −6=2/45M6.
Let T, T −1 ¥ (tn, tn+1) with T < T −1 be such that x(T)=12 , xŒ(T) > 0,
x(T −1)=
1
2 and xŒ(T −1) < 0. From (3.23) and (3.29) we get T−tn [
2`2 |ln x(tn)| [ 2`2 |lnM −6 | and T −1−T [ 3p`2 . We need to estimate
tn+1−T
−
1.
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Since z2−1 < 0, xŒ < 0 and M −6 [ x < 12 in [T −1, tn+1], it follows from
Eq. (3.1) that yŒ \ x−x2 \ 12 x \ 12M −6 on [T −1, tn+1]. Using −y(T −1)=
−xŒ(T −1) < 1`6 , we get
tn+1−T
−
1=F
y(tn+1)
y(T−1 )
dy
yŒ [
2
M −6
(y(tn+1)−y(T
−
1)) [
2
M −6
(−y(T −1)) [
2
`6 M −6
,
and so
tn+1−tn [ 2`2 |lnM −6 |+3p`2+
2
`6 M −6
=m5, (3.42)
which shows (3.41).
Therefore, from (3.41) we have
tN1 −tN2= C
N1 −1
n=N2
(tn+1−tn) [ m5(N2−N1). (3.43)
On the other hand, from (3.42) and the definitions of N1 and N2 we obtain
|tN1 −1/(4(1+
1
2 b) e)| [ m5 and |tN2 −1/(8(1+
1
2 b) e)| [ m5. Thus, tN1 −tN2 \
1/(8(1+12 b) e)−2m5. Then from (3.43),we haveN1 \N2+1/(8(1+
1
2 b) m5e)
−2. Since N>N1, the assertion of Lemma 13 follows. This completes the
proof of Lemma 13. L
The next lemma shows that if x(0)=12 e
−10/e, then x has no local
minimum as long as it is positive.
Lemma 14. Let (x, z) be the solution of (3.1) with x(0)=12 e
−10/e, xŒ(0) ¥
C(x(0), e), and z(0)=−1. There exists a e5 ¥ (0, e0) such that if e ¥ (0, e5],
then either xŒ > 0 for all t \ 0 and x(.) ¥ (32 ,.] or there exists a t¯ > 0 such
that x(t¯)=0, xŒ(t¯) < 0, x > 0 in [0, t¯ ) and xŒ has exactly one zero for
t ¥ [0, t¯].
Proof. First from Lemma 4 there is a T1 > 0 such that x(T1)=
1
2 and,
moreover, from (3.11), an easy calculation gives
5
e
[ T1 [
20
e
. (3.44)
Since zŒ \ e in (−., T1], it follows that z(2e) > 1. Therefore, z has reached 1
before x reaches 12 .
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Since xŒ [ 2x in [0, T1], it follows that
E(0)−E 12
e
2=2e F 2e
0
xŒ2(1−z2) dt [ 2e F
2
e
0
xŒ2 dt=2e Fx(
2
e
)
x(0)
xŒ dx
[ 2e Fx(
2
e
)
x(0)
2x dx=2e5x2 12
e
2−x2(0)6 .
From (3.11) in Lemma 4, we have x(2e) [ x(0) e
8/e and xŒ(0) > 12 x(0). It
follows from the definition of E that E(0) \ (−34+
2
3 x(0)) x
2(0). Therefore
E 12
e
2 \ −x2(0)52ee 8e−2e+3
4
−
2
3
x(0)6 > − ee−12e (3.45)
provided that e is very small.
From (3.44), we have 3e < T1. Then from (3.11) we have x(
3
e) <
x(0) e6/e=12 e
−4/e < 14 . Now let T
−
1 < T1 be the time that x(T
−
1)=
1
4 . Then
T −1 >
3
e . Again zŒ \ e in [0, T1] yields z(t) \ z(3e) \ −1+3=2 and
z2(t)−1 \ 3 for t ¥ [T −1, T1]. Therefore
E(T1)−E(T
−
1)=2e F
T1
T −1
xŒ2(z2−1) dt \ 6e FT1
T −1
xŒ2 dt,
=6e Fx(T1)
x(T −1 )
xŒ dx \ 3e F
1
2
1
4
x dx= 932 e,
and then from (3.45) we get, if e > 0 is sufficiently small,
E(T1) \ E(T −1)+
9
32
e \ E 12
e
2+ 9
32
e \ − ee−12e+
9
32
e > 0,
which together with EŒ(t) > 0 for t > T1 gives E(t) > 0 for t > T1. In order
to complete the proof of the lemma, we discuss the following two cases.
Case (i). Suppose that xŒ > 0 on the maximal interval (T1, T) for
T1 < T [.. We first show T=.. Suppose that it is false. Then limtQ T−
x(t)=. and limtQ T− xŒ(t)=.. From the definition of E it follows that
limtQ T− E(t)=.. However, since T > T1 > 2/e, we have z2(t) > 1 as
tQ T−. Let k=2e(z2(T)−1). Since as tQ T−,
EŒ=2e(z2−1) xŒ2 [ kxŒ2=k(E+x2− 23 x3)
and x2− 23 x
3
Q−., it follows that (Ee−kt)Œ [ k(x2− 23 x3) e−kt < 0 as
tQ T−, and thus E(t) [Mekt [MekT for some constant M> 0, contra-
dicting the conclusion we just derived. Therefore T=..
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Therefore xŒ > 0 for all t > T1 and so x(.) ¥ (0,.] exists. Similarly,
EŒ > 0 for t > T1 and E(T1) > 0 imply E(.) ¥ (0,.] exists. If x(.) <.,
then from (xŒ)2=E+x2− 23 x3 it follows that xŒ(.) exists and xŒ(.)=0,
and so 23 x(.)3−x(.)2=E(.) > 0 which gives x(.) > 32 . Thus in this case,
we have xŒ > 0 for all t ¥ (−.,.) and x(.) > 32 , which is what we wanted.
Case (ii). Suppose that there exists y1 > T1 such that xŒ(y1)=0. Then
we have E(y1) > 0 and so x(y1) >
3
2 which implies that x(y1) is a local
maximum and xœ(y1) < 0. Hence xŒ < 0 for t−y1 > 0 sufficiently small.
Define T2=sup{t > y1 : xŒ < 0, x > 0}. First, we show T2 <.. Assume not.
Then from Theorem 2 we have 0 < x(.) < 1. If E(.) <., then we get
xŒ(.)=0 as the above, which yields E(.)=x2(.)(23 x(.)−1) [ 0, a
contradiction. Therefore we obtain E(.)=. and so xŒ(.)=., and
hence |x(.)|=., contradicting the boundedness of x. This shows T2 <..
Assume that xŒ(T2)=0. Then E(T2)=23 x3(T2)−x2(T2)=x2(T2)(23 x(T2)
−1) < 0, which contradicts E(T2) > 0. Hence by the definition of T2 we
have x(T2)=0. Set t¯=T2. The proof of the lemma is complete. L
Proof of the existence of (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ) in Theorem 1. Let e¯ :=
min{e4, e5}. Then for any given e ¥ (0, e¯) and the integer n with
0 [ n [N(e), where N(e) is given in Lemma 13 which is the number of the
minima of the solution of (3.1) with x(0)=`e , xŒ(0) ¥ C(x(0), e) and
z(0)=−1, we define
a1=a1(e)=
1
2 e
−10
e , a2=a2(e)=`e
b1 :=b1(e)=
1
2 a1, b2 :=b2(e)=2a2.
We define another two sets in the (x(0), xŒ(0))-plane
S1 :=S1(e)={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ [a1, a2]×[b1, b2] : xŒ(0) ¥ S1(x(0), e)},
S2 :=S2(e)={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ [a1, a2]×[b1, b2] : xŒ(0) ¥ S2(x(0), e)},
where S1(x(0), e) and S2(x(0), e) are defined in (3.4) and (3.5) respectively.
Then Corollary 1 implies S1 ‡ [a1, a2]×{b2} and S2 ‡ [a1, a2]×{b1}.
Also, both sets are disjoint and open (with respect to [a1, a2]×[b1, b2]).
Therefore by a topological result (see [18], for example) there exists a con-
tinuum (a closed and connected set)
C :=C(e) … 0
x(0) ¥ [a1, a2]
{x(0)}×C(x(0), e) … [a1, a2]×[b1, b2],
connecting the lines x(0)=a1 and x(0)=a2 in the (x(0), xŒ(0))-plane,
where C(x(0), e) is defined in (3.6). Observe that if (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ C, then
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xŒ(t) > 0 and x(t) ¥ (0, x(0)) for all t ¥ (−., 0), limtQ−. (x(t), xŒ(t))=
(0, 0), x has finite number critical values where xœ ] 0, and all the
minimum values of x lie in (0, 1) and all the maximum values of x lie in
(1,.) respectively as long as x > 0.
Next we define two subsets of C:
An=An(e)
={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ C : x has at least n+1 local minima while x > 0},
Bn=C0An
={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ C : x has at most n local minima while x > 0}.
Then Lemmas 13 and 14 yield An ‡ ({a2}×[b1, b2]) 5 C and Bn ‡
({a1}×[b1, b2]) 5 C, respectively. It follows from the continuous depen-
dence of s solutions with respect to initial data that the set An is open with
respect to C and so Bn is closed with respect to C. Now let B˚n be the
interior set of Bn with respect to C. In order to show B˚n is nonempty, we
claim B˚n ‡ ({a1}×[b1, b2]) 5 C. In fact, let (x¯, z¯) be the solution of (3.1)
with (x¯(0), x¯Œ(0)) ¥ ({a1}×[b1, b2]) 5 C and z¯(0)=−1. Then Lemma 14
implies the two possibilities: either x¯Œ > 0 for all t ¥ [0,.) and x¯(.) > 3/2
or there exists a t¯ > 0 such that x¯(t¯ )=0, x¯Œ(t¯) < 0, x¯ > 0 on [0, t¯), and x¯Œ
has exactly one zero on [0, t¯]. Assume that the first case occurs. Then
there exists a T \ 2/e such that if (x, z) is a solution of (3.1) with
(x(0), xŒ(0)) sufficiently close to (x¯(0), x¯Œ(0)) and z(0)=−1, then xŒ > 0 in
[0, T] and x(T) > 32 , and hence EŒ > 0 for t \ T, and E(t) > 0 for t \ T
which implies that x has no minimum in [T,.) (recall that E < 0 at the
local minima of x). It follows from the definition of Bn that
(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥Bn, and hence (x¯(0), x¯Œ(0)) ¥ B˚n if the first case occurs. Now
we assume that the second possibility occurs. Since x¯Œ(t¯) ] 0, it follows that
(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥Bn if (x(0), xŒ(0)) is sufficiently close to (x¯(0), x¯Œ(0)), which
implies also (x¯(0), x¯Œ(0)) ¥ B˚n. This completes the proof of the claim.
Since An and B˚n are nonempty, open with respect to C, and disjoint
and C is connected, it follows that there is a (x (1)n (0), (x
(1)
n )Œ (0)) ¥
C0(An 2 B˚n). The rest of the proof is to show that the solution (x (1)n , z (1)n )
of (3.1) with the initial data (x (1)n (0), (x
(1)
n )Œ (0), −1) is the desired solution.
For simplicity, we denote (xn, zn)=(x
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ) below.
Since (xn(0), x
−
n(0)) is not in An, we see that xn has at most n local
minima as long as xn > 0. Assume that xn has exactly m ¥ [0, n] minima t1,
..., tm with 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tm while xn > 0. If m=0, then we define
tm=0. Hence, either x
−
n > 0 for t > tm, or there exists a ym+1 > tm such that
x −n(ym+1)=0, x
−
n(t) < 0 for t > ym+1 as long as xn(t) > 0. We show that both
cases will lead to contradictions.
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Suppose that x −n(t) > 0 for t > tm. We first show that xn cannot blow up
at any finite time. Assume not. Then there exists a T ¥ (0,.) such that
limtQ T−xn(t)=. and so limtQ T−E(t)=.. However, if zn(T) < 1 as
t ¥ [0, T), then EŒ(t)=2e(x −n(t))2 (z2n(t)−1) < 0 as t ¥ (0, T), which implies
limtQ T−E(t) <., a contradiction; If zn(T) > 1, then zn(t) > 1 as tQ T−
and simply repeating the argument used in case (i) of the proof of
Lemma 14 shows lim suptQ T− E(t) <., again a contradiction. Therefore
xn exists on (−.,.) and x −n(t) > 0 for t > tm and so xn(.) ¥ (0,.]. From
Theorem 2 we have xn(.) ¥ (1,.]. Since (xn(0), x −n(0)) is not in B˚n, there
exists a sequence of points (xn, k(0), x
−
n, k(0)) ¥An with limkQ. (xn, k(0),
x −n, k(0))=(xn(0), x
−
n(0)) such that the solution (xn, k, zn, k) of (3.1) with
(xn, k, x
−
n, k, zn, k)(0)=(xn, k(0), x
−
n, k(0), −1) has at least n+1 local minima as
long as xn, k > 0. Let y
k
m+1 denote the time where xn, k reaches its (m+1)th
local maximum. We first show ykm+1 Q. as kQ.. Suppose that lim infkQ.
ykm+1=T0 <.. It follows that x −n, k(t) > 12 x −n(t) for all t ¥ [0, T0+1], and,
especially, x −n, k(y
k
m+1) > 0 for all k sufficiently large, which contradicts the
definition of ykm+1. Therefore, we have limkQ. y
k
m+1=..
Next, observe that when x −n, k reaches its local negative minimum at
Tkm+1 ¥ (ykm+1, tkm+1), we have x'n, k(Tkm+1)=0 and
x −−−n, k(T
k
m+1)=x
−
n, k(T
k
m+1)[1−2xn, k(T
k
m+1)+2e
2zn, k(T
k
m+1))
×(1+bxn, k(T
k
m+1))] \ 0,
and so
zn, k(T
k
m+1)(1+bxn, k(T
k
m+1)) [
2xn, k(T
k
m+1)−1
2e2
. (3.46)
We also have xn, k(T
k
m+1) [ 32 . For if xn, k(y
k
m+1) >
3
2 , then we would have
E(t) > E(ykm+1) > 0 for t > y
k
m+1 >
2
e if k is sufficiently large, which yields
that x −n, k(t) cannot be equal to 0 for t > y
k
m+1, contradicting that xn, k has
more than n local minima. Hence, from (3.46) we obtain zn(T
k
m+1) < 1/e
2
and so ykm+1 is bounded, contradicting y
k
m+1 Q. as kQ.. Therefore we
have shown that it is impossible that x −n > 0 for all t > tm.
Now we assume that there exists a ym+1 > tm such that x
−
n(t) < 0 for
t > ym+1 as long as xn(t) > 0. Then either there exists a t¯ ¥ (ym+1,.) such
that xn(t¯)=0 and x
−
n < 0 in (ym+1, t¯], or x
−
n < 0 for all t > ym+1 and
xn(.) ¥ (0, 1) from Theorem 2. Since x −n(t¯)=−`E(t¯) < 0, it follows from
the implicit function theorem that the first case implies (xn(0), x
−
n(0)) ¥ B˚n,
contradicting the definition of (xn(0), x
−
n(0)). Suppose that the second case
happens. We claim m=n. Assume that m < n. As above, since
(xn(0), x
−
n(0)) is not in B˚n, there exists a sequence of points in An, which
are still denoted by (xn, k(0), x
−
n, k(0)), whose limit point as kQ. is
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(xn(0), x
−
n(0)) such that for the solution (xn, k, zn, k) of (3.1) through
(xn, k(0), x
−
n, k(0), −1) at t=0, xn, k has at least n+1 local minima as long as
it is positive. Let tkm+1 denote the time at which xn, k reaches its (m+1)th
local minimum and let ykm+2 > t
k
m+1 denote the time at which xn, k reaches its
(m+2)th local maximum value. Similar as above, we can show that on one
hand, tkm+1 Q. as kQ.; on the other hand, at T˜km+1 ¥ (tkm+1, ykm+2), where
x −n, k reaches a local positive maximum, x
'
n, k(T˜
k
m+1)=0 and x
−−−
n, k(T˜
k
m+1) [ 0
yield T˜km+1 < 1/e+1/e
3 , which implies that tkm+1 is bounded for fixed e.
This contradiction shows m=n.
Therefore x −n < 0 for all t > yn+1. It then follows from Theorem 2 that
limtQ. xn(t) ¥ (0, 1) exists. This shows the existence of (x (1)n , y (1)n , z (1)n ).
Q.E.D.
4. EXISTENCE OF (x (2)n , y
(2)
n , z
(2)
n )
From Section 3 we see that all (x (1)n (0), (x
(1)
n )Œ (0)) are in a continuum C
which is close to a part of the homoclinic orbit of xœ=x−x2 (the
definition of C is in the proof of the existence of (x (1), y (1), z (1))). In this
section, we show that there is another continuum CŒ which lies in a neigh-
borhood of the rest part of this homoclinic orbit and whose interior set
does not intersect that of C. If (x(0), xŒ(0)) is in CŒ and z(0)=−1, then
(x, xŒ, z) exists at least on (−., 0], xŒ changes sign at most once and
limtQ−. (x, xŒ)(t)=(0, 0). The existence of CŒ is proved by Lemmas 15–22.
Then in Lemma 23 we show that if x(0)=12 e and (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ CŒ with
xŒ(0) < 0, then x decreases to zero in a short positive time. Similarly, if
x(0)=`e and (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ CŒ with xŒ(0) > 0, then x has order 1e many
minima on (0,.) as long as it is positive. Then a similar shooting argu-
ment gives the existence of (x (2)n , y
(2)
n , z
(2)
n ) with (x
(2)
n (0), y
(2)
n (0)) ¥ CŒ and
z (2)n (0)=−1.
Lemma 15. Assume that z(0)=−1, x(0) ¥ [12 e,
1
2), xŒ(0) < 0, and
7
6 (1+2b) [
31
4 `32+60d¯1] e2 |ln e| [ E(0) [ 1, where
d¯1=sup 32 F b(k)1
4
dx
`x2− 23 x3+k
: k ¥ 5− 5
96
, 164 , (4.1)
and b(k) is the largest root of x2− 23 x
3+k=0 which satisfies b(k) > 1.
If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T0 ¥ (−`32 |ln e|, 0) such that
x(T0)=
1
2 and xŒ < 0 in [T0, 0). Moreover, (1+2b)[112+60d¯1] e2 |ln e| [
E(T0) [ 1.
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Proof. We define T0=inf{t ¥ (−`32 |ln e|, 0) : xŒ< 0, x < 12 , E > 0}. Since
xŒ=−`x2− 23 x3+E< −`23 x on (T0, 0], it follows that |T0 | <`32 ln(x(T0)/
x(0)) [`32 |ln 2x(0)| [`32 |ln e|.
Since zŒ(t) [ e(1+b/2) in (T0, 0), we have z2(t)−1 < 3(1+b/2) e |T0 | <
3(1+b/2)`32 e |ln e| in (T0, 0] provided that (1+b/2) e |ln e| <`23. From
0 < E(t) < E(0)weobtain −xŒ [`x2+E(0) [ x+`E(0) [ x+12 (1+E(0))
for t ¥ (T0, 0). It follows from (3.3) that for t ¥ (T0, 0),
E(0)−E(t) [ 6 (1+12 b)`32 e2 |ln e| F
0
t
xŒ2 dt
=6 (1+12 b)`32 e2 |ln e| F
x(t)
x(0)
(−xŒ) dx
[ 6 (1+12 b)`32 e2 |ln e| F
1
2
0
(x+12 (1+E(0))) dx
=94 (1+
1
2 b)`32 e2 |ln e|+32 (1+12 b)`32 e2 |ln e| E(0),
and then from the assumption on E(0) and the fact that 32 (1+
1
2 b)`32
e2 |ln e| < 17 we have
E(t) \ (1− 32 (1+
1
2 b)`32 e2 |ln e|) E(0)− 94 (1+12 b)`32 e2 |ln e|
> 67 E(0)−
9
4 (1+
1
2 b)`32 e2 |ln e| > (1+2b)[112 `32+60d¯1] e2 |ln e|
> (1+2b)[112+60d¯1] e
2 |ln e|.
Therefore, from the definition of T0 it follows that x(T0)=
1
2 and E(T0) >
(1+2b)[112+60d¯1] e
2 |ln e|, thereby completing the proof of the lemma. L
Lemma 16. Let t0 ¥ [−`32 |ln e|, 0] be such that x(t0) \ 12 , E(t0) ¥
[(1+2b)(112+60d¯1 ) e
2 |ln e|, 1], and x(t) ¥ (0, 2] for t ¥ [t0, 0]. Let
z(0)=−1. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T1 ¥ (t0−d¯1, t0) such
that x(T1)=
1
2 , xŒ(T1) > 0 and xŒ changes sign at most one time in [T1, 0).
Moreover, 112 (1+2b) e
2 |ln e| [ E(T1) [ 1.
Proof. We use a perturbation argument. Let x0(t) be the homoclinic
solution of (3.13) with x0(t0)=x(t0) and x
−
0(t0)=xŒ(t0). Since (xŒ(t))2−
x(t)2+23 x(t)
3=E(t) < E(t0) [ 1 for t [ t0 as long as x(t) exists, it follows
that 23 x(t)
3−x(t)2 [ 1, which together with x(t) > 0 implies |x(t)| [ 2, and
so |xŒ(t)|2 [ 1+x2(t) [ 5 and hence |xŒ(t)| [`5 . Similarly, since (x −0(t))2−
(x0(t))2+
2
3 (x0(t))
3=E(t0) [ 1 for all t, we have |x0(t)| [ 2 and |x −0(t)|
[`5 for all t.
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Now let T −1 < t0 be the first time such that x0=
1
4 . Then from the
definition of d¯1 in Lemma 15, we have T
−
1 \ t0−d¯1. Observe that Lemma 6
still holds on the interval [t0−T
−
1, t0]. Since x(t) [ 2, we have zŒ [ e(1+2b)
and so z2−1 < 3e |t0−d| [ 3(1+2b) e(`32 |ln e|+d¯1) < 1 provided that e is
sufficiently small. It follows from Lemma 6 with d=T −1, L1=2+`5 and
L2=1 that |x−x0 |+|xŒ−x −0 | [ L1L2d¯1e2L1+1e=:M8e, which implies that
there exists T1 ¥ (t0−T −1, t0) such that x(T1)=12 , xŒ(T1) > 0 and xŒ changes
sign one time in [T1, t0].
If t ¥ [T1, t0], then |xŒ(t)| [`5, x(t)| [ 2, and |T1 | [`3/2 |ln e|+d¯1.
Then we have zŒ [ (1+2b) e, 0 < z(t)2−1 [ (1+2b) eT1[2+(1+2b) e |T1 |]
< 6(1+2b) e |ln e| if e is sufficiently small, and so
E(t0)−E(T1) [ 12(1+2b) e2 |ln e| F
t0
T1
xŒ2 dt [ 60(1+2b) d¯1e2 |ln e|,
which with the conditions on E(t0) gives
E(T1) \ E(t0)−60(1+2b) d¯1e2|ln e| \ 112 (1+2b) e
2 |ln e|. L (4.2)
Lemma 17. Let t1 ¥ [−`32 |ln e|− d¯1, 0] be such that x(t1) ¥ (0, 12],
xŒ(t1) > 0, E(t1) > 112 (1+2b) e2 |ln e|, and x(t) ¥ (0, 2] for t ¥ [t1, 0]. Let
z(0)=−1. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T2 ¥ (−3 |ln e|, t1) such
that x(T2)=0 and xŒ > 0 on [T2, t1].
Proof. The following proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. Define
T2=inf{t ¥ (−3 |ln e|, t1) : x > 0, xŒ > 0, and E > e2+18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| x2}.
From the assumption on E(t1), we have E(t1) >
7
6 (1+2b) e
2+21e2 |ln e|
x2(t1) if |ln e| \ 143 . Hence T2 is well defined. Also
t1−T2=F
x(t1)
x(T2)
dx
`x2− 23 x3+E
[ F
1
2
0
dx
`x2− 23 x3+e2
[=3
2
F
1
2
0
dx
`x2+e2
<=3
2
|ln e| .
Therefore, we have T2 \ t1−`32 |ln e| > −3 |ln e| by the assumption on t1.
Since xŒ >`23`x2+e2 > 0 on [T2, t1], it suffices to show that E > e2+
18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| x2 on [T2, t1].
Since 0 < x [ 2 on (T2, 0], it follows that zŒ [ e(1+2b), and so z(t) \
−1+e(1+2b) t [ −1−3(1+2b) e |ln e| for t ¥ (T2, t1], and z2(t)−1 [
(1+2b) e |T2 | [2+(1+2b) e |T2 |] [ 3(1+2b) e |T2 | < 9(1+2b) e |ln e|. Note
that 0 < E(t) [ E(t1) in [T2, t1]. We obtain on [T2, t1]
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E(t1)−E(t) [ 18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| F
t1
t
xŒ2 ds
=18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| Fx(t1)
x(t)
`x2− 23 x3+E dx
[ 18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| Fx(t1)
x(t)
(x+`E(t1)) dx
[ 18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| (12 (x
2(t)−x2(t1))+`E(t1) (x(t1)−x(t)))
[ 18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| (12 (x
2(t)−x2(t1))+
1
2 E(t1)
+12 (x(t)−x(t1))
2)
[ 18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| (x(t1)2−x2(t)+12 E(t1)),
which with E(t1) >
7
6 e
2+21(1+2b) e2 |ln e| x2(t1) gives
E(t) \ (1−9(1+2b) e2 |ln e|) E(t1)−18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| x2(t1)
+18e2 |ln e| x2(t)
\ 67 E(t1)−18(1+2b) e
2 |ln e| x2(t1)+18(1+2b) e2 |ln e| x2(t)
> e2+18(1+2b) e2 |ln e|x2(t). L
Lemma 18. Assume that (x(0), xŒ(0)) satisfies 76 (1+2b)(314 `32+60d¯1)
e2 |ln e| [ E(0) [ 1 and either xŒ(0) < 0 with x(0) \ 12 e or xŒ(0) \ 0 with
x(0) > 0. Assume that z(0)=−1. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a
T ¥ (−3|ln e|, 0) such that x(T)=0 and either xŒ changes sign exactly one
time in [T, 0] if xŒ(0) < 0, or xŒ > 0 in [T, 0) if xŒ(0) \ 0.
Proof. According to the position of (x(0), xŒ(0)), we discuss the
following three cases:
Case 1. Assume that x(0) ¥ [12 e,
1
2] and xŒ(0) < 0. We first apply
Lemma 15, then Lemma 16 with t0=T0, and then Lemma 17 with t1=T1 to
get T :=T2, where T0, T1, and T2 are given in Lemmas 15, 16, and 17,
respectively.
Case 2. Assume that x(0) > 12 . We first apply Lemma 16 with t0=0
and then Lemma 17 with t1 :=T1 to get T :=T2, where T1 and T2 are given
in Lemmas 16, 17 respectively.
Case 3. Assume that x(0) ¥ (0, 12] with xŒ(0) > 0. We directly apply
Lemma 17 with t1=0 which yields T=T2. L
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Lemma 19. Let (x(0), xŒ(0)) be such that xŒ(0) < 0, x(0) ¥ [12 e, 12) and
−
3`3
4
(1+b/2) e4 |ln e| [ E(0) [ 0.
Let z(0)=−1. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T3 ¥
[−`3 |ln e|, 0) such that x(T3)=12 and xŒ < 0 in [T3, 0].Moreover,E(T3) > −
3`3
4
(1+b/2) e2 |ln e|.
Proof. Let T3=inf{t < 0 : xŒ < 0, x < 12 , E > −3`3 e2 |ln e| x2}. From
the assumption on E(0), we see that T3 < 0 is well defined. Then, on (T3, 0),
since x2− 23 x
3=x2(1− 23 x) \ x
2(1− 23 ·
1
2)=
2
3 x
2, it follows that
−xŒ \`23 x2+E>`23 x2−3`3 e2 |ln e| x2 \`13 x (4.3)
provided that e2 |ln e| [ 1
9`3
. Hence for t ¥ (T3, 0), using 12 e [ x(0) < x(t) <
1
2
we obtain −t <`3 ln(x(t)/x(0)) [`3 |ln e|, and so −T3 [`3 |ln e|.
From the definition of T3 and (4.3) it remains to show that E > −
3`3 e2 |ln e| x2 on [T3, 0). Since on ¥ [T3, 0], zŒ [ e(1+12 b), we have z2−
1 [ −3(1+12 b) et [ −3(1+
1
2 b) eT3 [ 3(1+
1
2 b)`3 e |ln e|. Since E(t) <
E(0) [ 0 on [T3, 0), we get −xŒ=`x2− 23 x3+E [ x. It then follows that
for t ¥ [T3, 0),
E(0)−E(t)=2e F 0
t
(z2−1) xŒ2 ds [ 6 (1+12 b)`3 e2 |ln e| F
x(t)
x(0)
(−xŒ) ds
[ 6 (1+12 b)`3 e2 |ln e| F
x(t)
x(0)
x ds
=3 (1+12 b)`3 e2 |ln e| (x2(t)−x2(0)),
and so
E(t) \ E(0)−3 (1+12 b)`3 e2 |ln e| (x2(t)−x2(0))
> −3 (1+12 b)`3 e2 |ln e| x2(t).
This completes the proof of the lemma. L
Lemma 20. Assume that for some t3 [ 0, (x(t3), xŒ(t3)) satisfies
E(t3) [ 0 and x(t3) ¥ [12 ,
3
2]. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a
T4 < t4 such that x(T4)=
1
2 and
1
2 [ x [
3
2 in (T4, t3). Moreover, if xŒ(0) < 0,
then xŒ changes sign exactly once on [T4, t3], while if xŒ(0) \ 0, then xŒ > 0
on [T4, t3) .
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Proof. The proof of the existence of T4 follows from a perturbation
argument, which is similar to the proof of Lemma 16. Since EŒ > 0 in
[T4, t3], we have E(t) < E(t3) [ 0 for t ¥ [T4, t3] and so x(t) < 32 for
t ¥ [T4, t3]. Since xŒ changes sign at most once, it follows that x(t) \ 1/2
for t ¥ [T4, t3]. L
Lemma 21. Assume that E(t4) [ 0, x(t4) ¥ (0, 12], and xŒ(t4) > 0 for some
t4 [ 0. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T5 < t4 such that
xŒ(T5)=0, xŒ > 0 on (T5, t4], and x > 0 on [T5, t4].
Proof. Let T5=inf{t < t4 : E < 0, xŒ > 0, x > 0}. Note that if EŒ(t4)=0,
then Eœ(t4)=−4e2xŒ2(t4) < 0. So T5 < t4 is well defined. We first show
T5 > −.. Suppose not. It follows from EŒ < 0 for t ¥ (−., t4) that
E(t) < E(t4) for t ¥ (−., t4) and so E(−.) < E(t4) [ 0. Since xŒ > 0 in
(−., t4], we have x(−.) ¥ [0, 12) and xŒ(−.)=0. Since xœ > x−x2 \
1
2 x >
1
2 x(−.), it follows that x(−.)=0. Then the definition of E gives
E(−.)=0, contradicting E(−.) < 0. This shows T5 > −..
Since E(T5) < E(t4) [ 0, it follows that x(T5) ] 0. Then the definition of
T5 yields xŒ(T5)=0, thereby completing the proof of the lemma. L
Lemma 22. Assume that (x(0), xŒ(0)) satisfies − 3`3
4
(1+b/2) e4 |ln e| <
E(0) [ 0 and that either xŒ(0) < 0 if x(0) ¥ [12 e, 32] or xŒ(0) > 0 if x(0) ¥
[0, 32]. Let z(0)=−1. If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a T < 0 such
that xŒ(T)=0 and x > 0 in [T, 0]. Moreover, if xŒ(0) < 0, then xŒ changes
sign exactly one time in (T, 0]; if xŒ(0) \ 0, then xŒ > 0 in (T, 0).
Proof. We discuss three cases:
Case 1. Assume that x(0) ¥ [12 e,
1
2) and xŒ(0) < 0. We first apply
Lemma 19, then Lemma 20 with t3=T3, and then Lemma 21 with t4=T4 to
obtain the existence of T :=T5, where T3, T4, and T5 are given in
Lemmas 19, 20, and 21, respectively.
Case 2. Assume that x(0) > 12 . Then first applying Lemma 20 with
t3=0 and then Lemma 21 with t4 :=T4 yield the existence of T :=T5,
where T4 and T5 are given in Lemmas 20 and 21, respectively.
Case 3. Assume that x(0) ¥ (0, 12] with xŒ(0) > 0. Then an application
of Lemma 21 with t4=0 yields the lemma with T=T5. L
Lemma 23. Let x(0)=12 e and xŒ(0) < 0 satisfy 0 < E(0) [ 1. Let
z(0)=−1. Assume that x satisfies x > 0 on (−., 0), xŒ changes sign exactly
one time in (−., 0), and limtQ−. (x(t), xŒ(t))=(0, 0). If e is sufficiently
small, then there exists a T > 0 such that x(T)=0 and xŒ < 0 in [0, T].
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Proof. We first show that
E(0) >
`6
8
e2 |ln 4(e+1)|. (4.4)
Let T0 < 0 be the first value where x=
1
2 , whose existence can be proved as
we did in Lemma 15. Since xŒ=−`x2− 23 x3+E on [T0, 0] and 0 < E < 1
for all t < 0, it follows that for t ¥ [T0, 0],
−`x2+1 < xŒ < −`23 x. (4.5)
Then by the first inequality in (4.5) we get
−t > ln
x(t)+`x2(t)+1
x(0)+`x2(0)+1
for t ¥ [T0, 0), and especially,
−T −0 > ln
1
4+` 116+1
1
2 e+`(12 e)2+1
\ |ln 4(e+1)|,
where T −0 ¥ (T0, 0) satisfies x(T −0)=14 . Since zŒ(t) \ e, we have z(t) [
−1+et for t ¥ [T0, 0] and so z2−1 \ −2et \ −2eT −0 \ 2e |ln 4(e+1)| on
[T0, T
−
0], which with the second inequality in (4.5) yield
E(0)=E(0)−E(−.)=2e F 0
−.
(z2−1) xŒ2 dt > 2e FT
−
0
T0
(z2−1) xŒ2 dt
\ 4=2
3
e2 |ln 4(e+1)| F
1
4
1
2
x dx=
`6
8
e2 |ln 4(e+1)|,
which gives (4.4)
Next we define T=sup{t > 0 : x > 0, xŒ < 0, E > e2}. From (4.4) we see
that T > 0 is well defined. Then in [0, T),
xŒ [ −`x2− 23 x3+e2 < − e < 0, (4.6)
if e < 32 . Thus,
T=Fx(0)
x(T)
dx
−xŒ [ F
x(0)
0
dx
e
[
x(0)
e
=
1
2
. (4.7)
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To complete the proof, it suffices to show E(t) > e2 for t ¥ [0, T]. Since
E(t) [ E(0) [ 1 for t ¥ [0, T], it follows that −xŒ=`x2− 23 x3+E [
`(12 e)2+1 < 2 for t ¥ [0, T] if e [ 1. Therefore if e is sufficiently small,
then zŒ [ e(1+eb/2) [ 2e on [0, T] and z2(t)−1 [ 4et [ 2e, and thus
E(0)−E(t) [ 4e2 F t
0
(xŒ(t))2 dt=4e2 Fx(0)
x(t)
(−xŒ(s)) ds [ 2e3,
which gives
E(t) \ E(0)− e3 >
`6
8
e2 |ln 2e|−2e3 > e2.
From the definition of T the lemma follows. L
Proof of the existence of (x (2)n , y
(2)
n , z
(2)
n ) in Theorem 1. Let
R=3(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ 51
2
e,.2×(−.,.) : −3`3
4
11+1
2
b2 e4 |ln e|
[ E(0) [
7
6
(1+2b) 131
4
=3
2
+60d¯1 2 e2 |ln e|4 .
We define
S −1=S
−
1(e)={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥R : there exists T < 0 such that x(T)=0,
xŒ(T) > 0, and xŒ changes sign at most
one time in (T, 0)},
S −2=S
−
2(e)={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥R : there exists T < 0 such that xŒ(T)=0,
x(T) > 0, xŒ changes sign at most one time in (T, 0)}.
Then Lemmas 18 and 22 imply
S −1 ‡R 5 3E(0)=76 (1+2b) 1314 =32+60d¯1 2 e2 |ln e|4 ,
S −2 ‡R 5 3E(0)=−3`3
4
(1+b/2) e4 |ln e|4 .
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Therefore, S −1 and S
−
2 are nonempty. It is easy to see that S
−
1 and S
−
2 are
open and disjoint. Then it follows from a topological lemma of [18] that
there exists a continuum
CŒ=CŒ(e) …R0(S −1 2S −2)
connecting the line x(0)=12 e with xŒ(0) < 0 and the line x(0)=`e with
xŒ(0) > 0. So if (x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ CŒ and z(0)=−1, then (x(t), z(t)) exists in
(−., 0], xŒ changes sign at most one time in (−., 0), and limtQ−.
(x(t), xŒ(t))=(0, 0).
Next, for each integer n with 0 [ n [N(e), where N(e) is given in
Lemma 13, we define another two sets in CŒ:
A −n={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ CŒ : x has at least n+1 local minima while x > 0},
B −n=CŒ0A −n={(x(0), xŒ(0)) ¥ CŒ : x has at most n local
minima while x > 0}.
Then Lemmas 13 and 23 yield A −n ‡ ({(`e , xŒ(0)) : xŒ(0) > 0} 5 CŒ) and
B −n ‡ ({(12 e, xŒ(0)) : xŒ(0) < 0} 5 CŒ), respectively. Clearly, these two sets
are disjoint. Since CŒ is connected and A −n is open with respect to CŒ, it
follows that B −n is closed with respect to CŒ. Now let B˚ −n be the interior
points of B −n with respect to CŒ. Then by continuous dependence of initial
data and Lemma 23 we get B˚ −n ‡ ({(12 e, xŒ(0)) : xŒ(0) < 0} 5 CŒ) so that B˚ −n
is nonempty. It then follows that there is a (xn(0), x
−
n(0)) ¥ CŒ0(A −n 2 B˚ −n).
Then it can be shown in the same way as that in the proof of the existence
of (x (1)n , y
(1)
n , z
(1)
n ) that xn has exactly n local minima and limtQ. xn(t) ¥
(0, 1) exists. Let (x (2)n , y
(2)
n , z
(2)
n ) :=(xn, yn, zn) obtaining the desired solutions.
Q.E.D.
5. SUMMARY
In this paper, we use shooting arguments based on a long chain of
lemmas to show the existence of many multipulse-like solutions for (1.2)
defined on the whole interval (−.,.), while Fenichel geometric singular
perturbation theory only shows the solutions existing on compact intervals.
We show rigorously that those solutions cannot be homoclinic to the z-axis
which was not found previously. We also increase significantly the number
of the solutions of interest.
A similar problem is obtained from the Falkner–Skan equation about
f=f(t)
fŒŒŒ+fœf+l(1−f2)=0, (5.1)
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where l > 0 is a constant. One kind of solutions of interest are those
satisfyingfŒ(t)Q 1as tQ ±..Let z=f,x=fŒ−1, y=`l t, and e=1/`l.
Then (5.1) is equivalent to
xŒ=y, yŒ=x2+2x− ezy, zŒ=e(1+x). (5.2)
The solutions of interest reduce to those of (5.2) which are homoclinic to
the z-axis (note that z-axis is also an invariant set of (5.2)). The existence of
such solutions was obtained in [15, 19]. We believe that our methods will
apply to this problem if e > 0 is sufficiently small. The details will be
carried out elsewhere.
The author recently apply the similar arguments to a singularly
perturbed boundary value problem raised by Carrier [1]
e2yœ=1−y2−2(1−x2) yŒ, y(−1)=y(1)=0. (5.3)
We showed that there is a constant M> 0 such that if e is sufficiently
small, then for any integer 0 < m <M/e, there is solution um(x, e) of (5.3)
which has exactly 2m minima in (−1, 1), and furthermore, for any fixed
positive integer m, if we let eQ 0, then all the minima of um(x, e) collapse
at x=0, which solves the problem originally concerned by Carrier on the
locations of spikes for the solutions of (5.3) as eQ 0.
Finally, some ideas of the paper were used to show the existence of many
2p-periodic solutions for a forced Duffing equation e2uœ=u3−lu+cos x.
We refer the interested reader to [3] for more details.
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